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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

(8:31 a.m.)2

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  The meeting will now3

come to order.  This is the first day of the 611th4

meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor5

Safeguards.6

During today's meeting the Committee will7

consider the following, Monticello Maximum Extended8

Load Line Limit Analysis Plus license amendment9

request, proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 61, graph10

report on the biannual ACRS review of the NRC Safety11

Research Program, and preparation of ACRS reports.12

A portion of the session on the Monticello13

Maximum Extended Load Line Limit Analysis Plus license14

amendment request may be closed to protect proprietary15

information applicable to this matter.16

This meeting is being conducted in17

accordance with the provisions of the Federal Advisory18

Committee Act.  Mr. Peter Wen is the designated19

federal official for the initial portion of the20

meeting.21

We received no written comments or22

requests to make oral statements from members of the23

public regarding today's sessions.  There will be a24

phone bridge line.  To preclude interruption of the25
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meeting the phone will be placed in a listen-in mode1

during the presentations and committee discussions.2

A transcript of portions of the meeting is3

being kept and it is requested that the speakers use4

one of the microphones, identify themselves and speak5

with sufficient clarity and volume so that they can be6

readily heard.7

I appreciate everyone getting in this8

morning.  I hope we have a critical mass to hold the9

meeting here.  If not we'll kind of muddle through10

until people get in, and with that I will turn over11

the meeting to Dr. Joy Rempe.12

DR. REMPE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  On13

December 3rd our subcommittee on power upgrades14

reviewed the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant15

license amendment request by Northern States Power16

Company at Minnesota for the licensee to allow17

operation of Monticello in the Maximum Extended Load18

Line Limit Analysis Plus domain.19

Subcommittee members had the opportunity20

to review the staff's draft SE, the licencee's21

amendment LAR, the staff requests for additional22

information and licensee responses, and at this time23

I believe that the consensus of our subcommittee is24

that this request is ready to be forwarded to the full25
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committee for consideration at today's meeting.1

As the rest of the staff and the licensee2

discuss this topic today there are a couple of points3

that I'd like to emphasize.  First, this is the first4

application by a licensee for operation in the MELLLA+5

domain to be reviewed by the staff and to come before6

the ACRS.7

Second, there are features about8

Monticello that make the response of this plant in the9

MELLLA+ domain different than other plants that we may10

be reviewing the future.11

And when I was looking at the slides that12

are going to be presented today I noticed that some of13

those points about unique design features have been14

omitted and I may be asking the licensee and the staff15

to emphasize some of those points as we go through the16

presentations.17

And, third, as you've noticed some of the18

presentations contain proprietary information so part19

of our session will be closed and if any of our20

questions require proprietary information for response21

I'd like to ask the licensee and the staff to just22

note this and defer their response to the closed23

session.24

And last I want to acknowledge that the25
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subcommittee review has benefitted from the expertise1

of our consultant Dr. Kord Smith, who's a professor of2

nuclear engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of3

Technology, and Dr. Smith is on a bridge line today so4

that he can fully participate in this meeting.5

And at this point I'd like to turn our6

meeting over to the staff and I believe that Mr. Terry7

Beltz is going to begin their presentation.8

MR. BELTZ:  Okay.  Thank you, Dr. Rempe.9

Good morning.10

(Multiple good mornings)11

MR. BELTZ:  My name is Terry Beltz.  I'm12

a Senior Project Manager in the Division of Operating13

Reactor Licensing and I'm assigned to the Monticello14

Nuclear Generating Plant.15

On behalf of the NRC staff I want to take16

this opportunity to publicly thank the ACRS for17

accommodating this MELLLA+ license amendment review.18

Over the course of the meeting today you're going to19

hear presentations from Xcel Energy and the NRC staff.20

And the objective is to provide sufficient21

information related to the details of the MELLLA+22

license amendment application to support the staff's23

reasonable assurance determination that the public24

health and safety will not be endangered by operation25
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in the MELLLA+ domain.1

Okay I'm going to start, the next two2

slides I'll go through briefly.  This is a review3

timeline of the MELLLA+ review and it also includes4

the EPU because they are somewhat intertwined.5

I'll go through the first line and the6

last line, that has to do with the EPU application7

which was submitted by Northern States Power in8

November of 2008.9

Last month, in December, the NRC staff10

approved and issued that EPU license amendment.  As11

far as the MELLLA+ application, it was submitted to12

the NRC in January of 2010, so it's on its four year13

anniversary.14

In March of 2010 it was accepted by the15

staff for review.  There was, part of the delay in the16

MELLLA+ and the EPU in general whereas that both17

applications were placed on hold back in October of18

2009 and this was to address the containment accident19

pressure credit concern.20

So that was about a year and a half or so21

delay and in March 2011 both of the reviews were22

reactivated.  As far as correspondence between23

Northern States Power and the NRC, including the24

application supplements there were seven submittals.25
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There were nine responses to requests for1

additional information, and the NRC staff also, I2

believe, had three audits, one was at the Monticello3

site and I think two at GE-Hitachi.4

The agenda for today, Northern States5

Power is going to go ahead and start the presentation,6

they're going to go over and provide a brief overview7

of the MELLLA+ application.8

The NRC staff will then give an overview9

of their safety analysis review.  They're also going10

to touch upon four, at least four identified open11

items.  They're going to briefly go over the four12

identified open items from the subcommittee meeting.13

We'll turn it back over to Northern States14

Power and they're going to go ahead and give a little15

more detail of the open items from the subcommittee.16

DR. REMPE:  Terry, just for the benefit of17

the record, all of the documents we saw were draft18

safety evaluations, but could you comment about how19

final you believe that draft is?20

MR. BELTZ:  What was provided I guess last21

Friday, there have been no changes and that's22

essentially going to be the final safety evaluation.23

DR. REMPE:  So you're just going through24

legal reviews or whatever?25
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MR. BELTZ:  Correct.1

DR. REMPE:  Okay.2

MR. BELTZ:  If there's no other questions3

that concludes my presentation.  I'll go ahead and4

turn it over to Northern States Power and Mr. Mark5

Schimmel who is the Vice President of Xcel Energy.6

Mr. JACKSON:  Hey, Terry, this is Chris7

Jackson.  Can I just clarify, when the ACRS and the8

subcommittee identified the four follow up actions,9

they're not open items at NRCR, they're follow up10

items, so --11

MR. BELTZ:  Yes, right.12

MR. JACKSON:  -- I mean just for13

clarification.14

MR. BELTZ:  Thanks.15

(Off the record comments)16

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Are we ready to start?17

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Whoever's on the line,18

you guys ought to put it on mute unless you want to19

ask a question because we're hearing paper shuffling.20

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Good morning.21

(Multiple good mornings)22

MR. SCHIMMEL:  I'm Mark Schimmel.  I'm the23

Vice President of Xcel Energy Nuclear in the corporate24

office.  First of all, we look forward to presenting25
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to the ACRS committee today.  We work closely with the1

NRC and believe we are positioned well to answer any2

final questions there may be or address any of the3

open issues that we brought up earlier.4

The presentation will address the follow5

up items as Mr. Beltz discussed and the questions that6

were raised by the subcommittee since the last time we7

heard the subcommittee till today.8

I just wanted to say that I personally9

view this as a privilege to actually sit here and10

present to the full blown ACRS committee because I11

know you don't have to listen to this and I know that12

this is the one, first time out of the box13

presentation, there's a lot of questions.14

So we don't take this very lightly either.15

I mean, yes, we understand the interactions and the16

amount of work that had to go into this to actually17

get it this far.18

Like I said I'm Mark Schimmel and I'm the19

Vice President for Xcel Energy, to my right will be20

Mr. John Grubb, he's the Technical Assistant to the21

Monticello site Vice President.22

We do have two other presenters today,23

that would be Mr. Steve Hammer, which is, works in24

engineering at Monticello and is the MELLLA+ Product25
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Engineer, and raise your hand, Steve.1

Okay, sitting next to him is Rick2

Stadtlander and Rick is the Monticello Assistant3

Operations Manager and he will discuss the operational4

aspects of the plant.5

Any questions you have, Steve will6

actually answer the follow up questions on the7

technical side of the issues.  John is going to talk8

about the implementation of MELLLA+ and kind of how9

we're doing today.10

The background of Monticello, many of you11

have seen this slide, but our original operator12

license was issued on September 8, 1970, we went13

commercial on June 30th of '71.14

We didn't receive our full term operating15

license until January of '81, which we are a GE BWR 3,16

a Mark I containment.  The original license, thermal17

power limit was 1670 megawatts thermal, we did a few18

things as time went on.19

Back in '98 we power upgraded a little bit20

through the secondary side of the plant, primarily21

through the turbines, low pressure and high pressure,22

low pressure casings, high pressure turbine23

replacement, and a few other odds and ends on the24

secondary side.25
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It got us to 1775, and then we talked1

about getting 20 percent of the OLTP, which is the2

EPU, which was approved back in '13, which takes us up3

to 2004 megawatts thermal.4

Implementation of MELLLA+ allows the plant5

to achieve full EPU power conditions.  Right now, and6

you'll see on the next slide that we do have some7

limitations, how far we can actually go without having8

MELLLA+.9

It should be noted that even with MELLLA+10

the Monticello plant still remains a low-density core11

and we're prepared to discuss that as we get further12

into the presentation.13

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Just to emphasize14

something Joy said in the preliminaries, I think15

that's what makes it unique as a first application.16

MR. SCHIMMEL:  I'd agree.  I'd agree.17

Current status, EPU was approved late in the last18

quarter last year, it was on the 9th of December.19

Power ascension started shortly thereafter.20

The 13th we started testing.  We tested at21

levels at 1598, 1775, and 1899, those are complete.22

We have some TCV adjustments we had to make and those23

are completed also and we're about to retest the24

turbine pressure control.25
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However, though, right in the middle of1

this we ended up with a dry well leak that we had to2

secure the plant and the plant has been offline for,3

I think this was day 16.  The plant's plan been4

offline, is that still correct?  Sixteen?5

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Yes.6

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Which we are in Mode II7

right now starting back up, so once we get back online8

and get the plant where it needs to be we will9

continue the testing that's listed on this slide here10

and we'll continue testing at 2 percent step11

increases.12

The routine operation beyond 188013

megawatts thermal, we won't do that, we'll be limited14

until we can work our way through this MELLLA+15

request.  That's the operating spot we've came to16

grips with, that we can operate the plant at very17

comfortably until we can get this load line expanded.18

MEMBER BANERJEE:  As you pointed out this19

was due to the pumps, right?20

MR. SCHIMMEL:  The recirc pump cooler,21

that's correct.22

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Yes, recirc fuel23

cooler.24

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Right, okay.25
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MEMBER CORRADINI:  For the cooling coil?1

Can you just expand a bit for the full committee, if2

you might?3

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Yes, we heard this, but4

I think --5

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Okay.  Well do you want to6

talk about it, Rick, or do you want me to do it?7

MR. STADTLANDER:  We can do it either way.8

MR. SCHIMMEL:  You're the operational guy.9

Stand up.10

(Laughter)11

DR. REMPE:  It wasn't really a question,12

it was a request.13

MR. STADTLANDER:  This is Rick Stadtlander14

with NSP Monticello.  As far as the outage was15

required, the reason why we came down is we ended up16

having leakage in our upper, in one of our sealed17

coolers for our recirc pumps.18

That leakage was actually inside the dry19

well, actually inside the cooler itself.  It was20

leaking into our RBCCW system.  Once we determined21

exactly where the leak was coming from, because we had22

multiple sources, some inside the dry wells, some from23

outside.24

Once we identified that it was actually25
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inside the dry well we were not in compliance with our1

tech specs and we had to execute a shutdown at that2

point.  So it was due to the leakage and we did find3

that leakage within the sealed coolers themselves.4

MEMBER BANERJEE:  What was the source of5

the leak?6

MR. STADTLANDER:  The source of the leak,7

we did have a tube that was leaking -- go ahead.8

MR. SCHIMMEL:  And the way this works,9

it's kind of canned cooler and water comes into the10

bottom of the cooler and goes through a series of11

coils and it comes in very hot at 500 degrees plus and12

it leaves fairly cool.13

Well the temperature gradient in the first14

couple turns of those coils interacted with, we15

believe, the chromiated water that was in there and16

caused this failure of these coils.17

So we had to go look at the other pump18

coils, also, to make sure this phenomena wasn't --19

actually when we started the plant back up, we're not20

using that coil assembly anymore, right, we've21

actually bypassed that to have another water supply,22

is that correct to that seal package?23

MR. STADTLANDER:  Correct, yes.24

Essentially what we had, excuse me, is we had set up25
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for two coolers in there, what we've done is we've1

bypassed the leaking cooler and we had sufficient2

capacity in our other cooler that we were using for3

the other seal on that recirc pump to be able to4

provide the cooling capacity that we needed.5

We actually did that on the other recirc6

pump as well.7

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Right.8

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Was this cracking of the9

coil or --10

MR. SCHIMMEL:  It actually looked like, if11

you look at the pictures there was a black residue12

around the coils and it had, it just ate the coil it13

looked like a little bit.14

There were some perforations in the coil15

and that's --16

MR. STADTLANDER:  Erosion.17

MR. SCHIMMEL:  -- that's where it looked18

like it came through.  So I do not have the final19

words on what the actual cause was, maybe, Steve, he20

might have or somebody else.21

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Interesting.22

MR. HAMMER:  Steve Hammer at Monticello.23

I don't know that we've seen the final lab report yet,24

but they did send out a note saying that the primary25
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results were showing it was IGSCC.1

It is a stainless steel coil and it's been2

in there for 45 years, so --3

MEMBER ARMIJO:  How about the other coils,4

the ones that you are now relying on, is that the same5

design?6

MR. HAMMER:  As we pointed out the other7

coil that was seeing the same phenomenon where the8

chromates were plating out on the tubes, that one also9

has been removed from service and bypassed.10

MALE PARTICIPANT:  I think he's asking11

about the replacements.12

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well they bypassed the one13

that was leaking --14

MALE PARTICIPANT:  -- and they removed15

both.16

MR. HAMMER:  Correct.17

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- and they removed both18

of them.19

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Each pump has two cooling20

coil assemblies on it.  Monticello is a little unique21

to most plants.  The bottom one is the one that sees22

all the hot water and it comes from a different water23

supply off of the system.24

So what we've come to grips with is, the25
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bottom coil sees a very high differential temperature1

in that coil.  The upper coils do not see that2

differential temperature, the water entering and the3

water leaving is an entirely different condition and4

therefore not susceptible to the phenomena which5

caused the failure of the coil.6

And that's why they could bypass that and7

they've ended up going to CRD water, if I remember8

right, for the cooling of that stage of that seal9

which is what other boilers use and got away from the10

phenomena of the heat temperature grading change.11

MEMBER BALLINGER:  What's the temperature12

of the upper one?13

MR. SCHIMMEL:  I think it's in the 300s,14

less than 300.  We were --15

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Fahrenheit?16

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Yes, sir.17

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Okay.18

MR. SCHIMMEL:  We were at 500 plus going19

into the coil on the --20

MEMBER BALLINGER:  On the bottom.21

MR. SCHIMMEL:  -- bottom coil, but the22

upper coil's a factor lower.23

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  So what's the basis to24

conclude that those upper coils are either immune from25
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the phenomenon of the stress corrosion cracking or1

that they are adequate to take the heat removal2

capability that's necessary to keep the seal cool?3

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Well we tested all of them4

so we know what the integrity is of all the coils,5

right.  The second thing we've done is, the phenomena6

that would cause the failure, those conditions are7

never present on that upper coil and that was the8

basis for operability while we continue with --9

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  And so the CRD fluid is10

sufficient to remit the heat that is passing through11

that portion of a chamber?12

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Yes, sir.  Absolutely.13

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Thank you.14

DR. REMPE:  But before we leave I think15

actually the question to Rick was a bit different, it16

was why you're not going above 1880 megawatts thermal.17

And I know we discussed it at the subcommittee18

meeting, but for the full committee, Mike, I believe19

had asked a little more of explanation.20

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Okay.   So the question is,21

Rick, why did we pick 1880 and why is that where we're22

running on the curve and why we're not going to exceed23

that value?24

MR. STADTLANDER:  Okay.  The reason for25
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that comes essentially for a sufficient operating1

margin without having to adjust control rods on a very2

regular basis, so it gives us a little larger flow3

window.4

The plant is to come up to the 19085

megawatts thermal, complete our testing at that point,6

then if we need to come down to 1880 megawatts7

thermal, and that just allows us to expand our flow8

window at that point so we're not having to manipulate9

control rods all time in order to maintain power.10

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Just for the full11

committee, form the standpoint of flexibility, you12

picked that as a judgment so you can do both flow and13

rod movement on your choosing versus being limited rod14

movement?15

MR. STADTLANDER:  That's correct.16

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay.17

MR. SCHIMMEL:  I didn't see any value in18

doing rod maintenance on a shiftly basis.19

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Yes.  No, understood.20

I just wanted to make sure everybody else knew.21

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Okay.22

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Sounds like that the23

sealed cooler change is really not material to the24

1880 versus the 1908 --25
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MALE PARTICIPANT:  No.1

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Oh, yes, sir, you're2

absolutely correct.3

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Those are independent?4

MR. SCHIMMEL:  They're independent issues.5

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Thank you, good.6

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Next slide is the outline7

of the basis for how we came to MELLLA+, it's the same8

slide we used in the subcommittee meetings.  It's just9

to demonstrate that the analysis and implementation10

along with the licensing, topical reports were all11

used, these were all NEDCs.12

We didn't use anything out of the ordinary13

to request the position and you can see the NEDCs are14

listed below.  If there's any questions on those we'll15

try to answer them as we go through the presentation.16

That's all I really wanted to cover on17

overview and the basis.  I will turn it over to Mr.18

Grubb, which will discuss the implementation.19

MR. GRUBB:  All right.  Thank you, Mark.20

Good morning and --21

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Just one question on the22

list you had.  The results of the DSS-CD, are you23

going to talk more about this later about what you've24

done?25
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MALE PARTICIPANT:  Okay, and that will1

come up later.2

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Yes, sir.3

MR. GRUBB:  All right.  Again, thank you4

for the opportunity to present.  What's showing here5

is the Monticello power to flow map with our new EPU6

license amendment.7

You can see the point in the upper right8

there without the red area, the red area depicts the9

MELLLA+ operating domain, we have really no ability to10

maintain power using recirc, which is our normal11

method of maintaining power as the core burns up.12

Without the MELLLA+ we would be moving13

control rods on a much more frequent basis, possibly14

even as much as daily, which would introduce us other15

challenges, potential human performance errors.16

The MELLLA+ domain really just provides us17

a lot of operational flexibility --18

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Perhaps, John, you19

should, or you could find totally that the20

subcommittee that you cannot really go into the region21

above the point, is it D, can't tell --22

MR. GRUBB:  Yes.23

MEMBER BANERJEE:  -- because of your24

limitations on flow that you have with the current --25
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MR. GRUBB:  Correct.1

MEMBER BANERJEE:  -- and there was some2

questions there as to why this limitation, was this3

limitation there all the time or is there some4

roughening in the throats or --5

MR. BERES:  Yes, the limit there is our6

license limit at that point.7

MEMBER BANERJEE:  That, well we realize,8

but your plant can't go above D, so it cannot go into9

the region 2K, right?10

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Because of flow11

restrictions.12

MEMBER BANERJEE:  It cannot even get to E.13

MR. BERES:  Correct, right, right.  That's14

correct.15

MEMBER BANERJEE:  That's the plant, right?16

MR. HAMMER:  Steve Hammer, Monticello.17

Yes, for us the core flow is driven by, or is governed18

by the pump capacity, the drive flow capability of the19

recirc pumps.20

And from original day one operation we've21

always had some limitations on those pumps, so we've22

never really been able -- while we're licensed for 10523

percent core flow, we don't have the physical24

capability to get there.  Core flow --25
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MALE PARTICIPANT:  From day one?1

MR. HAMMER:  From day one.2

MEMBER BANERJEE:  That's I think3

important.4

MR. HAMMER:  Yes.  That's what you were5

trying to get at.6

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Oh, I see.  I7

understand, I'm sorry.8

MEMBER CORRADINI:  You're talking about9

through the jet pumps?10

MR. HAMMER:  It's a combination of the jet11

pump performance and, you know, the core DP that we12

see.  And core DP does change a little bit with EPU13

and MELLLA+ and the pumps that we've seen.  That does14

increase things a little bit and it does degrade core15

flow capability to some extent.16

MEMBER BANERJEE:  But there is no evidence17

that there is corrosion in the throat of these pumps18

or anything like that, so they're operating as they've19

always operated?20

MR. SCHIMMEL:  We do have some, there's21

been problems with BWR jet pumps having like a crud22

buildup that does degrade performance some and we do23

have that problem at Monticello so the, and ratio of24

our pumps has degraded some with time from day one,25
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yes.1

MALE PARTICIPANT:  But we still --2

MR. SCHIMMEL:  But we don't believe it's3

a corrosion issue.4

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Okay.5

MR. SCHIMMEL:  It's actually a crud6

buildup issue.7

MR. GRUBB:  So the main points on this8

slide, MELLLA+ restores our operating margin, it gives9

us the ability to maintain power over simple research10

adjustments, and less rod maneuvers.11

Next slide.  Changes based on MELLLA+, the12

operating domain expansion is incremental, expansion13

of the operating boundary of the EPU conditions.  We14

do have our amendment now, when we presented to the15

subcommittee we did not have the EPU amendment at that16

point.17

So EPU is considered current license power18

for the rest of our presentation today.  Changes of19

power to flow map, as we've just talked about, there20

are a few instrument and alarm setpoint changes that21

happen with the implementation of MELLLA+.22

Core flow is analyzed down to 80 percent23

of rated core flow under EPU conditions.  We do have24

a tech spec change where we will implement DSS-CD long25
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term stability solution.1

DR. REMPE:  Before you leave that slide2

could you talk a little bit about these setpoints and3

how they're implemented?  Are they just going to lead4

to alarms or flashing lights in the control room or do5

they actually interact with the reactor protection6

system and shut down the plant, or how is it done?7

MR. GRUBB:  Yes, but -- go ahead, Steve,8

or Joel can talk about this one.9

MR. BERES:  Joel Beres from Monticello.10

All the setpoint changes are going to made in the APRM11

channels and the software is already resident in those12

channels.13

So we'll go into this parameter displays,14

make the changes in there so they'll conform to the15

CDA and the ABSP and the BSP boundary restraints of16

the topical reports.17

So it's actually a fairly straightforward18

change to the plant.  It's not really a physical19

modification with respect to the setpoints.20

MR. SCHIMMEL:  But just to answer your21

question, there's an active response, not just22

passive.23

DR. REMPE:  Okay.24

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Yours was, will you see a25
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display different or will there be a, will something1

talk to the plant and make the plant move?2

DR. REMPE:  Right.3

MR. SCHIMMEL:  That's the question, Joel.4

So the question is the plant will still move, right?5

MR. BERES:  Absolutely.6

MR. SCHIMMEL:  We did not change anything7

there.  It's not just a visual display something's8

changed.  The plant will take an input from these9

APRMs and react appropriately.10

DR. REMPE:  Okay.  Thank you.11

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Thank you.12

DR. REMPE:  Maybe I don't talk loud13

enough.  Okay.14

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Grubb, do you mind --15

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Mark, how do you know16

that the setpoint changes and the thermal power are17

calibrated?18

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Do you understand that19

question?20

MR. BERES:  The thermal --21

MR. SCHIMMEL:  He wants to know -- go22

ahead.23

MR. BERES:  Joel Beres from Monticello.24

Could you rephrase it perhaps?25
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MEMBER SKILLMAN:  How do you know that1

those setpoint changes and your thermal power are2

calibrated?3

MR. BERES:  Well I don't see -- the4

setpoint changes of themselves don't have an impact on5

the thermal power calibrations we normally -- with6

respect with the AGAF factors and with the7

calorimetric that we calibrate the APRMs to, I don't,8

that really isn't an impact on those per se.9

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  So you're moving up your10

setpoints, right?  You're bringing the power up?11

MR. BERES:  Right.12

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  You're doing it 2.513

percent of the time?14

MR. BERES:  Right.  And it's --15

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  So to those operators16

you say okay, we're bringing the power up.  How do we17

know that what we're seeing on the NI, on the power18

range, thermal power output and the feed water --19

MR. SCHIMMEL:  How do you correlate --20

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  -- by what they're21

supposed to be?22

MR. SCHIMMEL:  How do you correlate that23

your reference point is where it's supposed to be?24

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Correct.25
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MR. BERES:  I guess I don't understand how1

that MELLLA+ would have an impact on that.2

MEMBER CORRADINI:  I don't think he's,3

he's just asking you how you do it, that's what --4

MR. BERES:  That's an operational5

question.6

MEMBER CORRADINI:  He's asking you7

operationally how do you know the power is what you8

think it is.9

MR. SCHIMMEL:  Let Rick answer that.  I'll10

answer it in a second here, go ahead.11

MR. STADTLANDER:  This is Rick Stadtlander12

with Monticello.  In regards to that question we do a13

heat balance calculation that would, that does14

validate, you know, as far as where we're at on the15

power to flow map and making sure that it's, that our16

instrumentation is reading exactly where, you know,17

where we believe it should be.18

So that's all done with the heat balance19

calculation that we do on the computer, on our process20

computers.21

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  And measurements?22

MR. STADTLANDER:  Yes.23

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Thank you, got it.24

MR. SCHIMMEL:  That's real measurements.25
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So your question, his question was core thermal power1

is coming up, you just adjusted the APRMs to correlate2

to a new thermal limit, right?  How do you know that3

you're sitting on, all those points correlate, that's4

what he was asking?5

MR. STADTLANDER:  Right.  Yes, but we do6

that with the surveillance that we've got, so based on7

the calculations the process computer is making.8

MR. SCHIMMEL:  And field inputs.9

MR. STADTLANDER:  Yes.10

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Very good.11

(Off the record comments)12

MEMBER POWERS:  In your discussion of the13

motivations for this, you indicated that without14

MELLLA+ you would be making control rod adjustments on15

a daily basis, and then you indicated that that16

introduced the potential for human error, which any17

operation does.18

Can you tell me more about operator error19

during control rod adjustments at your plant?20

MR. STADTLANDER:  Yes.  This is Rick21

Stadtlander again with Monticello, I can address that22

question.  What we're looking at is if we had to make23

control rod adjustments on a daily basis it'd be a24

change to the way we normally operate within25
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Monticello.1

Typically we do our normal small2

adjustments of power with our flow, you know, and3

that's what, to a certain point that's what the4

operators are used to, that's what we have typically5

done in the past.6

If we move to control rods it, you know,7

on a daily basis, not to say that we wouldn't get used8

to that, but at this point, you know, initially it9

would be a change in philosophy, or a change in the10

way we normally operate the plant.11

So it's not that it would necessarily be,12

you know, we open up a lot more opportunities for13

human performance errors.  It would be a change in the14

philosophy and that change, as you know, can sometimes15

drive differences in performance while you're making16

that transition.17

MEMBER BANERJEE:  And going up to 105 was18

not an option for other reasons?19

MR. SCHIMMEL:  That's correct.20

MEMBER POWERS:  And it seems to me that21

you're changing operating philosophy no matter what22

you do, aren't you?23

MR. STADTLANDER:  And again it's Rick24

Stadtlander with Monticello.  The overall strategy25
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should still be, with MELLLA+ it's still going to give1

us a larger flow window and overall we'll still be2

operating the way do today, essentially, by making3

small adjustments to flow in order to adjust power.4

MR. SCHIMMEL:  And it would allow you to5

stay in the region much easier, right?6

MR. STADTLANDER:  Correct, yes.  We still7

will have rod pattern adjustments just like we8

normally do, you know, and then we'll deal with those9

as we currently do.10

It's just the day-to-day operating11

philosophy will stay the same with flow adjustments by12

being able to have MELLLA+.13

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Good.14

MEMBER ARMIJO:  How often during the cycle15

do you have to make rod pattern adjustments, twice,16

three times?17

MR. GRUBB:  Four to six months typically,18

quarterly.19

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Yes.20

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.21

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Right.22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And so that would be your,23

that wouldn't change at all?24

MR. GRUBB:  That's correct.25
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MR. SCHIMMEL:  That's correct.1

MR. GRUBB:  Next slide.  This is a list of2

things that MELLLA+ does not change.  It does not3

change our license power level, it remains at 20044

megawatts thermal, core flow stays the same, maximum5

licensed plant vessel dome pressures remains6

unchanged.7

It really has no affect on our balance of8

plant equipment and there's really no major hardware9

changes required to support MELLLA+.  The hardware10

change is the removal of the DSS-CD jumper from the11

power range neutron monitoring system.12

MEMBER BANERJEE:  So perhaps this is the13

time to ask you, why is it necessary to have the DSS-14

CD compared to Option 3?15

MR. GRUBB:  Why is it necessary?16

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Well other than approve17

MELLLA+ with DSS-CD.  Is there any physical reason for18

it?19

MR. GRUBB:  Joel, I'm going to ask for20

your help on this one.21

MR. BERES:  Joel Beres of Monticello.  It22

has to do with the higher rod lines.  If you look at23

a recirc pump trip from the higher rod lines you'll be24

in a condition of instability that happens quicker and25
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higher amplitude stability.1

Oscillations, instability oscillations, so2

Option 3 has been determined to not be quick enough to3

respond and the design of the CDA is sufficient to4

stop those oscillations before they have a safety5

limit and make for a violation.6

MEMBER BANERJEE:  So if I understand it,7

maybe my understanding is wrong, the difference8

between the DSS-CD and Option 3 is that basically9

you've got a filter or some kind of filtering system10

which allows you to take into account changes in power11

levels rather than the oscillations so that you12

basically separate the oscillations into two bins.13

One is not associated with instability,14

let's say that you can separate from substrate, and15

the other is fluctuations in the power level itself,16

and that's what the DSS-CD does, so that it allows you17

to avoid what seems to me to be spurious trips.18

MR. BERES:  Yes.19

MEMBER BANERJEE:  So I was wondering20

whether this was done to avoid the possibility of21

spurious trips in this regime rather than as a safety22

measure?  That's what I'm trying to get clarity on.23

DR. VEDOVI:  This is Dr. Juswald Vedovi24

from GE-Hitachi.  To answer your question there are25
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two main differences between Option 3 and DSS-CD as1

far as MELLLA+ protection is concerned.2

The first one with respect to the CDA and3

the DSS-CD is a more robust tolerance period in order4

to prevent a reset of counting during fast5

recirculation flow reduction events or fast growing6

oscillations.7

What happened between Option 3 and DSS-CD8

is that the period tolerance which allowed to keep9

counting the period of oscillations, it's done for10

each individual oscillation.11

So if the next period is outside of this12

tolerance the algorithm is reset to zero and so the13

algorithm is not tracking and oscillations increase.14

With DSS-CD, the reason automatic feature that allows15

this tolerance period to be increased so that the16

number of resets for counting is reduced.17

And this has been shown to be effective,18

excuse me, to be effective on these fast growing or19

faster developing oscillations.20

MEMBER BANERJEE:  By assimilation I take21

it, right?22

DR. VEDOVI:  As being shown notes and23

comparison with data as provided in the approved DSS-24

CD LTR.25
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MEMBER BANERJEE:  So you mean, there has1

been no DSS-CD system in operations, right, other than2

--3

DR. VEDOVI:  There is --4

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Am I wrong on that or is5

there one actually covered?6

DR. VEDOVI:  There has been a DSS-CD7

system running on the background on a few units.8

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Got it.9

DR. VEDOVI:  There have not been DSS-CD10

system enabled to provide, you know, actual protection11

for trip of the LTS, but they have been running on the12

background.13

However, from certain events we had14

available data from the plants and these data can be15

ran through both the Option 3 algorithm or the DSS-CD16

algorithm to compare where, how they reset, how the17

algorithm will track the counts or whether or not it18

will reset based on actual data from events.19

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Okay.  So I think that20

explains part of my question.21

DR. VEDOVI:  The other --22

MEMBER BANERJEE:  And then the other part23

relates to the power level changes being separated24

from the oscillatory, let's call it true oscillatory25
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component, so that's another feature of the DSS-CD,1

right, or have I got it wrong?2

DR. VEDOVI:  Can you clarify your3

question?4

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Well in general you can5

get oscillatory components which are common related to6

instabilities or oscillatory components which are7

related to changes in the power level, right,8

fluctuations in power, for example --9

DR. VEDOVI:  Right.10

MEMBER BANERJEE:  -- which have nothing to11

do with instabilities?12

DR. VEDOVI:  Correct.13

MEMBER BANERJEE:  My understanding is that14

the frequency components associated with each of these15

components is somewhat different so that allows you in16

the DSS-CD, using some manner of filter, which I don't17

understand and someday somebody will hopefully explain18

to me, that you are able to separate these19

fluctuations out so that you avoid spurious trips, is20

that correct or not?21

DR. VEDOVI:  It is correct in the sense22

that the signal, what algorithm used relative signals,23

so the absolute power level is really not an issue.24

However, the two algorithms use a different number of25
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OPRM cells to confer whether or not that there is1

coherent noise which is precursor of thermal hydraulic2

instability.3

And in that there is a change, in fact,4

DSS-CD algorithm used more than one OPRM cell unlike5

Option 3 algorithm, and therefore reduce the chance of6

having a spurious signal or causing the algorithm to7

inadvertently trip or cause alarms.8

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Okay, so now that I've9

beaten around the bush, let me ask you the straight10

question.  I mean is it really that the MELLLA+11

situation is more meanable to giving rise to these12

spurious trips and therefore the DSS-CD actually is13

there so that you avoid having a lot of spurious14

trips?15

There's an added benefit perhaps in that16

there is some sensitivity increase due to this reset17

option which is there.  So from a balance point of18

view what is it that makes it so necessary?19

Is it the prevention of spurious trips?20

I imagine that you could change the reset on Option 321

to be a little bit more sensitive?22

DR. VEDOVI:  Well in the assessment that23

was done during the DSS-CD LTR approval, the24

evaluation and the concurrence between, you know, NRC25
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and as well as us, was that DSS-CD was more robust in1

dealing with this kind of situation such as MELLLA+2

for a reset of counting, a successive confirmation3

count resets.4

The other part that we didn't get to is,5

as far as another capability that Option 3 algorithm6

does not have is for the backup.  The NRC's concern7

was that for the situation in which the OPRM system is8

inoperable, manual options might not be sufficient to9

deal in the long term with possible thermal-hydraulic10

instability.11

The DSS-CD solution introduced an12

automatic backup stability function that protects the13

plant in the case the OPRM system is inoperable14

without requiring operator actions, and that was one15

of the key elements that the NRC requested to be16

addressed as part of the MELLLA+.17

MR. JACKSON:  Yes, this is Chris Jackson18

from the NRC.  What do you think is correct?  So they19

MELLLA+ topical report was approved in 2009, 200820

timeframe, and at that point we decided the DSS-CD is21

better, better both from a standpoint of spurious22

trips and from additional protection.23

So Option 3 is fine, we think it's24

adequate, but if you're going to move into MELLLA+ and25
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allow a lower flow and increase potential for1

instability we wanted that system upgraded,2

particularly with the backup protection.  So --3

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Yes, I recall the4

discussion now because of the backup.  I think that5

was what I had forgotten right now and this is --6

MR. JACKSON:  The backup was the big one,7

but in any system --8

MEMBER BANERJEE:  Yes.9

MR. JACKSON:  -- or any protection system,10

spurious --11

(Microphone feedback.)12

MR. JACKSON:  -- at some level, so we13

don't want a system that is lighting off all the time,14

that creates its own operational problems.15

But we also want the additional protection16

so we think DSS-CD is better in both aspects and17

particularly with regard to the backup protection.18

DR. REMPE:  So I hate to interrupt, but19

I'm a little concerned about time.  Maybe offline20

discussions if there are more questions?21

MEMBER BANERJEE:  No, that's fine.  I22

don't have --23

DR. REMPE:  Okay.24

MR. GRUBB:  Next slide.  I've got one more25
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slide and then I'll hand it back to Terry.  MELLLA+1

relationship to extended power operate, you talked2

about being constrained at full power conditions3

without MELLLA+, all our analysis from MELLLA+ assumed4

EPU conditions.5

The operational parameters are bounded by6

our EPU conditions and our EPU analysis, they're7

listed there, I don't need to read through them.  Any8

other questions?  If not I'm going to turn it back to9

Terry.10

DR. REMPE:  Just to clarify, though, on11

this one, when you say it's bounded by EPU conditions,12

there are a lot of limitations and solutions that have13

been implemented in those analyses to achieve that14

result.15

MR. GRUBB:  That's correct.  And there's16

conditions in the license also.17

DR. REMPE:  All right.18

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Okay.19

(Off the record comments)20

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Do you want to turn it21

over to the NRC now?22

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Yes.23

MALE PARTICIPANT:  All right.24

(Off the record comments)25
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DR. REMPE:  Are we going into the closed1

session right now?2

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Yes.3

(Whereupon, the open session in the above-4

entitled matter went off the record at 9:14 a.m. and5

went back on the record at 10:45 a.m.)6

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Well, thank you very7

much.  I appreciate that.  Thanks a lot to both the8

staff and Monticello for keeping us reasonably well on9

time.10

I know it was a little bit of a compressed11

presentation but I wanted to make sure we did have an12

opportunity to ask any questions that we had because,13

as I mentioned, this is the first one that we've been14

exposed to.  So thank you very much.  Appreciate it15

from everyone.16

Point of logistics before we break.  We17

had shown the next session going from 10:45 to 12:45.18

We have some flexibility in our schedule this19

afternoon so I checked with Mike Ryan and I think what20

we'll do is we'll break now.21

We'll run from 11:00 till 12:00, break for22

lunch at 12:00, come back and finish up their session23

because I don't want to push us too late into that24

lunch hour.  So in terms of people planning their25
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time, that's what we'll do.  And with that, we will1

recess until 11 o'clock.2

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off3

the record at 10:46 a.m. and went back on the record4

at 11:02 a.m.)5

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Let's come back into6

session.  For the benefit of folks who may have been7

out in the hall and not heard Plan B, what I'd like to8

do is we'll run for about an hour to a point where9

there seems to be some reasonable stopping point and10

then break for lunch and come back into session and11

finish up after lunch.12

It's a very interesting topic.  I'm sure13

there'll be quite a bit of discussion and I didn't14

want to run the risk of pushing our lunch to 1:45 or15

2 o'clock or something like that.  So I'll just leave16

it to the presenters to, roughly around 12 o'clock but17

at some reasonable point of stopping we can break at18

that time.19

And for the benefit of anyone who may be20

on the bridge line, we'll follow that schedule and21

make sure that we do open up the bridge line for22

public comments at the end of the session, probably23

around 2:00 I'm guessing or so this afternoon.24

And with that, Dr. Ryan, it is yours.25
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MEMBER RYAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.1

Appreciate it.  I appreciate the staff's schedule for2

that, just readjust the schedule a little bit.3

I'd like to spend just a few minutes and4

advise the full committee and those in the audience of5

some of the participants and friends that have spoken6

to us during the last several meetings on the topic of7

low-level waste.8

We had presentations by Christine Gelles9

from the Department of Energy Office of Environmental10

Management on their low-level waste activities.  Roger11

Seitz, the senior scientific advisor to Savannah River12

plant and advises the DOE Office of Environmental13

Management.  Andy Wallo, the deputy director for the14

DOE Office of Health, Safety, and Security.  Roger15

Seitz from the DOE Office of Environmental Management.16

The Office of Nevada was also represented from DOE.17

DOE Savannah River Field Office was represented, and18

we had a lot of good information and insight from all19

of these groups.20

There's just a few more, South Carolina21

Department of Health and Environmental Control, Utah22

Department of Environmental Quality, the Texas23

Commission on Environmental Quality, the Washington24

Department of Health.  We’ll afford them a lot of time25
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to participate and give a presentation.1

Waste Control Specialists, operating2

company in Andrews, Texas, James Kirk who's their vice3

president who came and spoke with us.4

EnergySolutions, it's in the Clive, Utah facility,5

also represented, Dan Shrum the senior vice president6

for regulatory affairs.  EnergySolutions, the Barnwell7

facility, Mike Benjamin came and gave a presentation8

for that facility.9

The Energy Power Research Institute, Lisa10

Edwards came and gave their thoughts on low-level11

waste management, and Christine Gelles from the12

Department of Energy with Roger Seitz participating13

from the Savannah River site.14

Other stakeholders included John Greeves,15

John Tauxe from Mercury and Company and Arjun16

Makhajani from IEER.17

I just wanted to read that into the record18

to give everybody a sense that there's a wide range of19

views and a very rich record of who thinks what about20

low-level waste so if you have an interest in that I21

just point that to you.22

We did go into the subcommittee with a23

little bit more detail and question and answers with24

those folks so it was a very rich transcript as well,25
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so we had a lot of input which brings us to the1

presentations today and eventually our letter writer.2

So without further ado, I will ask Larry.3

I believe you're up first, Larry.  Thank you for4

visiting us here.5

MR. CAMPER:  Yes.  Thank you, Michael.6

MEMBER RYAN:  Thank you for being with us7

and the floor is yours, sir.8

MR. CAMPER:  Pleasure.  Thank you, sir.9

Good morning, everyone.  And for the committee members10

who sat through this presentation last time, I ask you11

to bear with us but it is important I think and we12

welcome the opportunity for the entire committee to13

hear what the staff wanted to say.14

The staff actually asked for the last15

session because we felt that, as Dr. Ryan points out16

in his comments, you had heard a lot of views about17

this and there's no shortage of views around this18

topic.19

But I always knew that if we ever opened20

up Part 61 to any type of rulemaking it was going to21

be something like it's been because we do have a rule22

that's been around for 30-plus years.23

There's an established industry.  There's24

an established cottage industry.  There's a lot of25
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stakeholder views.  So it's not surprising to the1

staff that it's gone the way it has and, of course,2

the Commission, needless to say, has a lot of interest3

in it as well.4

And what we're going to cover today, next5

slide, is the purpose of this rulemaking, why depleted6

uranium is an issue.  Is near-surface disposal of7

depleted uranium appropriate?8

We want to provide an overview of the9

staff's approach.  I'll give you a problem definition,10

some existing considerations, risk management11

considerations, rulemaking framework and, of course,12

some conclusions.  Next slide.13

Now, it may seem obviously and readily14

apparent on the surface that depleted uranium is what15

got this rulemaking going and what it's really all16

about.17

But what we wanted to do given the18

presentations that were made to the committee and19

given some of the questions that we heard the20

committee ask and some of the comments that were made21

by Dr. Ryan there, we thought there was value in the22

committee hearing from the staff about what is the23

logic and the approach that we use to develop this24

rulemaking and address this important policy issue.25
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A lot of what you heard, particularly1

during the December 3 meeting, had to do with isotopes2

other than depleted uranium and isotopes or3

radionuclides that at 1,000 years or well before 1,0004

years cease to be a problem.  But depleted uranium, of5

course, is a different thing altogether.6

And so we thought it was important to kind7

of go back and just remind the committee and share8

with the committee the problem that was presented to9

us by the Commission and the logic that we used to10

address the problem and why we ended up where we did11

with the policy proposal.12

So there are very large quantities of13

depleted uranium and you'll hear some numbers talked14

about today.  There are very high concentrations of15

depleted uranium.16

And when we got the assignment from the17

Commission, one of the first places that we started,18

and I'll explain why in a moment, is whether or not it19

is suitable for near-surface disposal.20

And it's important to understand that why21

we started there is because there was a contention22

filed during the LES proceedings back in 2004/200523

that said it wasn't suitable for near-surface24

disposal, but the staff was aware of other information25
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from the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement1

that said it was suitable for near-surface and I want2

to share that with you in some detail.3

Well, if it was suitable for near-surface4

disposal, under what conditions could it be suitable5

for near-surface disposal and what might the6

regulatory requirements be to ensure that it could be7

disposed of in a near-surface setting within the top8

30 meters of the earth following our regulations in9

Part 61 and so what would those conditions be?  Next10

slide.11

So, first, why is depleted uranium an12

issue?  Well, it's an issue for several reasons.13

First, there is no value for uranium within the waste14

classification table from 61.55.15

There was a value for uranium in the draft16

regulation but not in the final regulation and the17

reason that there was no value in the final table is18

because at the time the staff thought that certainly19

depleted uranium, and for that matter uranium, there20

wouldn't be enough of it to be disposed of to be an21

issue so really there was no value.  But, of course,22

they didn't have the benefit of looking down the road23

at some things that were going to happen over the next24

30 years.25
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So there is no value in the table.  It is1

therefore, according to 61.55(a)(6), Class A waste by2

default.  It's not in the table, it's Class A waste.3

Therefore, depleted uranium/uranium is Class A waste.4

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Can I just interrupt5

and say at some point what you just said, of course,6

is argued as not being the case as shown in your7

Backup Slide 26.  You don't need to address it now.8

I just would like you to address --9

MR. CAMPER:  I will come to that.10

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  -- the tension between11

what you just said and what's --12

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, we'll come to that.13

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  -- the position taken14

there.15

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, we'll come to that.16

Obviously, as I said a moment ago, it's a different17

sort of radionuclide.  It's very long lived.  It has18

considerable progeny in-growth commencing at about19

8,000 years with peak dose occurring at about 1.220

million years.21

Over time since this rule, Part 61 was22

created in the '79 to '81 time frame, the national23

policy around depleted uranium changed from it being24

a resource to it being a waste.25
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There were DOE decisions along the way1

that this material would be a waste and DOE also2

decided that disposal of depleted uranium could be3

accommodated to at least some degree in commercial4

disposal by that agency.5

And there are large amounts.  In the6

staff's analysis back in '08, we looked at the7

existing stockpile at Paducah and Portsmouth.  In8

fact, one of the presenters showed you a very striking9

slide that showed all the canisters and I recall some10

sighs from some of the committee members as to how big11

of a problem this is.12

But our analysis show this, that in13

addition to the 700,000 metric tons on the pads at14

Paducah and Portsmouth, if one looked at commercial15

operations that had been licensed or would probably be16

licensed over the next 30 years, you were somewhere17

north of 1 million metric tons of depleted uranium.18

That's a lot of depleted uranium.19

And so obviously that wasn't envisioned by20

the founders of Part 61 in the '79 to '81 time frame.21

And commercial enrichment was also not considered as22

part of the 61 rulemaking at that time.  So times23

changed, circumstances change, totally different24

problem emerged.25
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Now, when we first got this assignment,1

the staff, and I'll show you in a moment precisely2

what the Commission asked the staff to do, we were3

aware that during the LES proceedings a contention had4

been filed that this material was not suitable for5

near-surface disposal.6

We were also aware, though, that the7

Department of Energy had undertaken a Programmatic8

Environmental Impact Statement in the '99 to 2000 time9

frame that said that it was suitable for near-surface10

disposal, although a qualified was.11

And you see the key words there, "In a12

'dry' environment typical of the Western United13

States, the analysis indicated that disposal would not14

exceed regulatory limits for over 1,000 years in the15

future even if the facility leaked."16

Just bear with me.  I'll read to you what17

the pertinent part of that PEIS said.  "Two forms of18

uranium oxide were considered, triuranium octaoxide19

and uranium dioxide.20

"After completion of the PEIS, as21

documented in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory study,22

Assessment of Preferred Depleted Uranium Disposal23

Forms," they go on to say it was "evaluated and found24

to be acceptable for near-surface disposal at low-25
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level waste disposal sites such as those at DOE's1

Nevada Test Site and Envirocare of Utah."2

So where the staff started its analysis of3

this issue was to find out whether or not this4

material was suitable for near-surface disposal.5

Contentions had been filed that said that it was not.6

A PEIS said that it was.  The answer is which is it,7

yes or no?8

My view was that if we undertook an9

analysis and we determined that it was not suitable10

for near-surface disposal, we would go back to the11

Commission and communicate that and ask for more12

specific direction from the Commission.13

But we undertook an analysis, next slide14

please, and -- Oh, before I go into analysis, this is15

actually what the Commission asked us to do and going16

back to the question earlier.  During the proceeding,17

by the way, the Commission again determined that18

depleted uranium was classified as Class A waste, per19

61.55(a)(6), but acknowledged that the regulatory20

basis for the current 10 CFR Part 61 did not21

explicitly analyze large quantities of depleted22

uranium.23

Therefore, the Commission directed the24

staff that outside of that adjudication to consider25
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whether the quantities of depleted uranium at issue in1

the waste stream from uranium enrichment facilities2

warranted amending 61.55(a)(6) or the section 61.55(a)3

waste classification tables.  And then, of course, you4

see the citation for the actual adjudication itself5

and the Commission's reaction to that.6

So we started down this path way back in7

2006/2007, asking ourselves the question of whether or8

not this material was suitable for near-surface9

disposal for the reason that I just said a moment ago.10

Next slide, please.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  To your question is --12

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Yes.13

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- these findings, the14

actual contention is listed on Slide 26 and then15

through the legal process the Commission found this16

finding, that it was legally Class A waste.17

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Following that?18

MR. MCKENNEY:  Following that contention.19

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  This is subsequent.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  This slide is the analysis21

legally of that contention.  Then they asked for a22

technical analysis by the staff.23

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  I was picking up on24

your use of the word default.25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.1

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  That wouldn't satisfy2

this argument that's made here, which is that the3

Commission hasn't ruled.  But you're saying4

subsequently the Commission did reach the finding that5

it was Class A low-level waste.6

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, by default because --7

MR. CAMPER:  61.55(a)(6) is a default8

provision in general.  It's not in the table.  It is,9

therefore, Class A waste.  During the course of the10

proceeding, the Commission made a further11

determination that it is, indeed, Class A waste.  That12

slide was provided as a backup slide to articulate the13

actual contention that was filed.14

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Yes, that's fine.  I15

just had read it and wondered, given what you said,16

what the answer is and you're saying subsequently that17

there was an explicit --18

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, sir.19

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  -- affirmation, call20

it what you want.21

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.22

MR. CAMPER:  Yes.23

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  And then that whole thing25
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started this whole process that we're currently still1

involved in.2

MR. CAMPER:  All right, so in examining3

this question of whether or not it was appropriate for4

near surface, another reason why I want to point out5

to the committee in addition to where did we start6

this journey and what was our logic from an analytical7

standpoint, one of the committee members, or even8

maybe a couple of you, raised this issue of should9

depleted uranium be regulated by some separate,10

distinct criteria in Part 61?11

And we asked ourselves that same question12

when we started this journey.  In addition to whether13

or not it was suitable for near-surface disposal, we14

did ponder that question.15

And if in the final analysis we had16

determined that it was not suitable for near-surface17

disposal, we probably in our communication with the18

Commission would have raised that very specter as19

well, so we were aware.  That's a logical question for20

the committee to ask.  We asked the same question.21

But another driver, the third driver was22

that increasingly over time the Commission has taken23

a performance-based, risk-informed approach.  And we24

asked ourselves, well, if it is suitable for near-25
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surface disposal, under what conditions?  And could1

that lead us to a risk-informed, performance-based2

approach which, by the way, in the final analysis we3

felt that's where we did end up as you'll see.4

So in doing the analysis, we undertook5

some generic calculations of arid and humid site6

conditions and what we found, that near-surface7

disposal of large quantities of DU may be appropriate,8

but not under all site conditions.9

Shallow-land disposal of large quantities10

of DU or disposal at humid sites with a potable11

groundwater pathway would likely result in the12

performance objectives in 61 not being met.13

So I emphasize this because there was14

commentary expressed along the way in the many15

meetings that we had that what this analysis did was16

to simply open up a pathway for large quantities of17

depleted uranium to be disposed of at one or more18

sites.19

And I don't think that's what the20

conclusion from the staff showed at all.  It showed21

that it may be suitable, albeit under certain22

conditions.  Next slide, please.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Larry, this conclusion24

isn't inconsistent with the DOE conclusion in their25
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Environmental Impact Statement.  You know, you're1

really saying the same thing.  For the appropriate2

dry, arid sites it's okay.3

MR. CAMPER:  That is correct, yes.  In the4

final analysis, yes, we thought that our analysis5

aligned with the conclusions that DOE had reached in6

the PEIS that I cited, the Programmatic Environmental7

Impact Statement.8

And that gave us a vote of confidence9

amongst ourselves that we could continue to pursue a10

pathway for disposal near surface and to define what11

those conditions might be.  Derek, had a question?12

MR. WIDMAYER:  I think you're going to get13

to it at this slide.  In the subcommittee meeting, we14

had numerous discussions about the difference between15

shallow and near surface, so just make sure --16

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Right, right.17

Unfortunately a lot of people have rotated through and18

they loosely use the words, unfortunately.  Part 6119

applies to near surface, low-level waste disposal20

within the top 30 meters of the earth.  Shallow land21

disposal is less than three meters so that's really,22

in a way, old-school processes of very shallow23

trenches that were disposed of.24

And so we're being particular between the25
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fact that we call shallow less than three meters.1

There is a lot of discussion you'll see out in the2

various people where people are not very careful with3

their terminology and they'll confuse the two.  But4

when we try to talk about it, we talk about near5

surface being 30 meters or less and shallow being6

three meters or less.7

MR. CAMPER:  So what you see here is four8

bullets that reflect --9

MEMBER BROWN:  I want to understand that.10

Three meters or less also is encompassed by 30 meters11

or less, which means --12

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Shallow is within13

near surface, but near surface is not just shallow.14

Some people will say Part 61 is for shallow disposal,15

which is not correct.16

MEMBER BROWN:  I got the nuance.  I17

understand what you're saying.18

MR. MCKENNEY:  And I'm just saying that19

sometimes --20

MEMBER BROWN:  But you said the near --21

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.22

MEMBER BROWN:  The very shallow is not23

appropriate.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  I'm reading this as between1

three meters and 30 meters it's okay.2

MR. MCKENNEY:  It may be viable depending3

on design.4

MEMBER BROWN:  Based on the site?5

(Crosstalk)6

MR. CAMPER:  Actually, yes, I'll fill that7

space in a little bit.  That's a great point.  So8

near-surface disposal of large quantities of DU may be9

appropriate under certain conditions.  Well, what were10

those conditions?  What did the analysis show the11

staff?12

Well, it really showed the staff that it's13

more on the order of eight to ten meters and a more14

robust radon barrier was the kind of conditions that15

were going to have to be met.16

We went on to point out, of course, that17

shallow disposal, as Chris has already explained to18

you, wasn't going to be appropriate and that disposal19

in humid sites with potable groundwater wasn't going20

to work.  Again, the three meters.  I think we've21

already covered that pretty good.22

And then because of in-growth of progeny,23

analysis time periods of 1,000 years or less result in24

significant truncation of estimated risk.25
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We're not saying that it wasn't adequate.1

We're saying that it would result, though, in2

significant truncation of the risk because, again,3

remember, we're talking about something that starts4

in-growth on the order of 8,000 years and has a peak5

dose at about 1.2 million years or so and so if you6

let your analysis time run for 1,000 years you weren't7

in the risk profile yet really.  So those were the8

findings from our analysis.9

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Larry, in that third10

bullet, please, is that term very shallow?11

MR. MCKENNEY:  No.  Please strike that12

one.13

(Crosstalk)14

MR. CAMPER:  Shallow I think is15

encompassed, of course, within near surface and the16

point that Chris is making, in addition to the fact we17

got that littler error, but many times you'll hear18

people use those terms interchangeably.19

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.20

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay, I've got to21

raise a, sound like a picky question here but I'll do22

it anyway.  The issue of potable groundwater, in the23

West a lot of groundwater's alkaline and there's a lot24

of discussion about what's potable today versus25
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what'll be capable of being made potable in the future1

when water is even more scarce.2

Is there any way of discriminating among3

groundwater bodies as to whether or not they would4

ever be potable in this situation or is that just left5

to the individual circumstances to argue about?6

MR. MCKENNEY:  Somewhat.  Most of our7

analysis and our guidance usually is, is that we base8

it on the processes local to the thing, that is there9

actual basis knowledge that says it's a temporary10

situation?  Is there processes on water?  We don't11

assume man-made correction of the water source, like12

that they'll be using a desalinization of the water13

system --14

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Desalinization, yes.15

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- but somehow the16

radionuclides don't get affected by going through it17

because, obviously, if you're assuming a18

desalinization plant, that should be capturing a lot19

of the other stuff too so you would have to include20

that function, that process.  If it was actually being21

treated to make it potable, as a good analysis you22

should assume that at some degree the treatment --23

(Crosstalk)24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, but normally we aren't25
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suggesting that you model out and say, well, this is1

how it transfers.  I mean there are some aquifers out2

there that can be locally not usable and then with3

some transport in the same aquifer at some point4

there's a chemical gradient and the water will change5

and be useful.  Then you might be looking at is it6

reasonable they will actually transport that for --7

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  That's fine.  We don't8

need to take more time.  I mean that's going to be a9

point of contention in some places.10

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Oh yes.  Oh yes, it11

is.12

MR. CAMPER:  Okay?  All right, next slide.13

All right, so with that logic and that awareness and14

that analysis, what the staff came up with in SECY-08-15

0147 was four options for Commission consideration.16

Option 1 to create a generic communication17

to clarify the need to demonstrate compliance with the18

performance objectives.  You know, it would be19

essentially a generic communication.  It has no20

regulatory clout associated with it but it was a way21

of saying to the Commission that this is all you want22

to do about this.  You can certainly emphasize the23

need to meet the performance objectives.24

Option Number 2 was a rulemaking to25
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specify requirements for the site-specific analysis in1

61.55(a)(6).  It's in bold because that is the2

recommendation we made to the Commission.3

Option 3 was to determine the4

classification for depleted uranium within the5

existing classification framework.  In other words,6

just go back and run the same analysis that was done7

in the '79 to '81 time frame for uranium, for depleted8

uranium and see where it ended up in the9

classification scheme.10

MEMBER ARMIJO:  What did it end up in at11

that time?  Was it in a Class D or some --12

MR. CAMPER:  We did not do an analysis. 13

(Crosstalk)14

MR. CAMPER:  Oh, a value.  It's a small15

number.16

MR. MCKENNEY:  It's 50 nanocuries per gram17

I think.18

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, it --19

MR. MCKENNEY:  50 to 100 nanocuries per20

gram.21

(Crosstalk)22

MR. WIDMAYER:  But you didn't reevaluate23

a large quantity of depleted and then try to --24

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, no, no, no, no.  That25
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was purely from map models, what that waste term had1

had at the time.  The 81 DEIS had a value of 50.2

(Crosstalk)3

MR. CAMPER:  Very small number of curies.4

Much different concentrations were evaluated at that5

time but the number appearing in the draft, I just6

don't recall it.  Boby, do you recall off the top of7

your head?8

MR. ABU-EID:  Yes, it's --9

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  You have to come up to10

the microphone.11

MR. CAMPER:  Come up, please.12

MR. WIDMAYER:  I would call on him and see13

if his answer is the same as mine.14

MR. ABU-EID:  Yes, I think the draft --15

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Identify yourself.16

MR. ABU-EID:  This is Boby Eid.  In the17

draft EIS for Part 61, the limit was the 1,300 curies18

but then after that was, you know, the question19

whether to include or not so at the beginning, in the20

draft, but then later it was removed so that's why it21

is.22

MR. CAMPER:  Right, okay.23

MR. ABU-EID:  Regarding the EIS in support24

of the disposal for depleted uranium, I believe there25
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were different options and one option was using mined1

cavities and that was the issue and the issue was at2

that time whether Class A or not.3

And then the recommendation was regardless4

it is the performance that's important.  It's still5

low-level waste considered DU but the waste6

classification, that A or D and C recommendation was7

not to be taken into consideration as what kind of8

class.  The performance is more important.9

MR. CAMPER:  Thank you.  The point I want10

to make is that the staff in Option Number 3 presented11

to the Commission the option did you want us to go and12

determine the classification of depleted uranium using13

the same technique?14

However, I would say that during a15

subsequent briefing for Commissioner's assistance, we16

did point out that there are certain limitations that17

are being created if you analyze higher concentrations18

depleted uranium using the same techniques that were19

used in the '79 to '81 time frame.20

But if you modernized it, you could also21

do an analysis where you're bringing to bear current22

ICRP methodologies and so forth and current techniques23

that are available, that it could be a more realistic24

number.25
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But in the final analysis, the Commission1

did not choose that option but I will show you in a2

moment that something interesting did happen along the3

way.4

The fourth option was to reexamine the5

existing waste classification framework at large.6

Now, in recommending Option Number 2,7

which was to develop a rulemaking to specify the8

requirement for site-specific analysis, when the staff9

is working with the Commission to develop policy, one10

of the things we try to do is understand where the11

Commission has been around an issue.  Can you glean12

some insight into what the Commission has been13

thinking about this issue?14

And as we were preparing our15

recommendation Option Number 2, we went back and16

looked at a couple of things that the Commission said17

during the LES proceeding and I think it's worthwhile18

to repeat what they were so bear with me.19

The Commission gave considerable weight to20

the authority and ability of Agreement States during21

the LES National Enrichment Facility Hearings.  In the22

Order CLI-06-15 which was in June of '06 the23

Commission states, "The NRC does not regulate any of24

the five near-surface waste disposal facilities25
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identified in the FEIS as potential locations for1

disposal of the LES depleted uranium.2

"These potential disposal sites are either3

regulated by state authorities under NRC's Agreement4

State program, or by the Department of Energy.5

"If LES ultimately chooses one of these6

waste disposal facilities, it will fall within the7

purview of one of these authorities, and not the NRC,8

to approve and regulate the disposal.9

"We would expect the appropriate10

regulatory authority to conduct any site-specific11

evaluations necessary to confirm that radiological12

dose limits and standards can be met at the disposal13

facility, in light of the quantities of depleted14

uranium envisioned."15

So in looking at our recommendation, we16

thought that the requirement for a site-specific17

analysis was quite in line with what the Commission18

had articulated during the course of the LES19

proceeding as I just cited.20

Another one that's worthwhile thinking21

about was in Order CLI-05-05, again, in the matter of22

LES.  This was in January '05.23

The Commission stated, "Indeed, when Part24

61 was issued, its Environmental Impact Statement25
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explicitly acknowledged that the NRC might receive1

license applications involving disposal of low-level2

radioactive waste requiring either an enhanced near-3

surface disposal method or intermediate land disposal4

methods.5

"It was, and remains, the NRC's intent to6

retain the flexibility to be able to address these7

license applications in the existing framework of the8

Part 61 Rule.9

"In the end, the bottom line for disposal10

of low-level radioactive wastes are the performance11

objectives in 10 CFR Subpart C, which set forth the12

ultimate standards and radiation limits for protection13

of the general population, protection of individuals14

from inadvertent intrusion, protection during15

operations and stability of the disposal site after16

closure.17

"Thus, while there may not be detailed18

technical criteria established for all of the kinds of19

land disposal that might be proposed under Part 61,20

criteria can be developed on a case-by-case basis."21

So, again, the staff felt that its22

recommendation to require a site-specific performance23

assessment was not only consistent with broader24

Commission direction over the last several years to be25
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more risk informed and performance based but we1

thought that putting together a rulemaking that would2

require site-specific analysis would be quite3

consistent with what the Commission had been saying4

during the course of the LES proceeding and its5

expectations as to what Agreement States would do6

because they operate these sites.7

And so we felt that our recommendation met8

all those criteria, was the appropriate way to go in9

making a recommendation to the Commission.  It did not10

warrant necessarily developing separate criteria for11

the disposal of depleted uranium that by its very12

nature if we did that might be more prescriptive, bury13

it deeper, certain engineered barriers, so forth and14

so on.15

So we felt pretty comfortable as the staff16

we were in the right place in making this17

recommendation.  And so we went forth and made this18

recommendation to the Commission.  Next slide.19

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Larry, I'm more confused20

than ever.21

MR. CAMPER:  Well, that's not --22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  In this business maybe23

that's not unusual but when the Commission says we do24

not regulate and that DOE and Agreement States25
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regulate, that was the language used?1

MR. MCKENNEY:  They meant the Commission2

staff would not be making the licensing decision on3

those sites.  For the Agreement States, it's still the4

atomic energy power that we have given to the states5

that they are doing.6

MEMBER ARMIJO:  We create the regulations7

that other people enforce.8

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, which is the whole9

issue of compatibility.  When we write a rule, they10

have to have a certain level --11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay, because I was ready12

to say if we don't regulate why are we wasting our13

time?14

MR. MCKENNEY:  We regulate only the ones15

in our Agreement States.  DOE regulates their --16

MEMBER ARMIJO:  I understand.17

MR. MCKENNEY:  I just want to be clear for18

record of that part.19

MR. CAMPER:  Our staff will not be making20

the active regulatory decisions around a particular21

disposal.  Texas or Utah or South Carolina would be22

doing it.  That's what they meant.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay, okay.24

MR. CAMPER:  Great question.  Thank you.25
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In terms of the Commission direction, they detailed1

two tasks for us.  One was to specify a requirement2

for the site-specific analysis, the technical3

parameters, that is new definitions and the4

performance period, to support such analysis and5

develop a guidance document.6

But interestingly enough they also did7

something that was interesting to the staff.  "In a8

future budget request, the staff should propose the9

necessary resources for a comprehensive revision to10

risk inform the Part 61 waste classification11

framework, with conforming changes to the regulations12

as needed, using updated assumptions and referencing13

the latest ICRP methodology.  This effort should14

explicitly address the waste classification of15

depleted uranium."  Interesting assignment.  We still16

have that assignment by the way.17

MEMBER CORRADINI:  So what do you18

interpret that assignment to mean?  It sounds to me19

like, okay, Option 2 but maybe Option 3.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  Actually Option 4.21

MEMBER CORRADINI:  I'm sorry, excuse me.22

I'm sorry.  I'm sorry.  You're right.23

(Multiple 4)24

MR. MCKENNEY:  It's do 2 now and then in25
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the future do a 4.1

MR. CAMPER:  That's correct.  It was2

interesting how it was worded, "In a future budget3

request."  We assume that means do it and do it in the4

future.  Do 2 now but do this later.  This direction5

has subsequently been adjusted by the Commission in an6

SRM from last summer.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Next SRM.8

MR. CAMPER:  In the next SRM, which we'll9

come to in a moment, and actually the Commission has10

clearly directed the staff do nothing about this until11

such time as the ongoing rulemaking is completed.12

So our task now is to finish the ongoing13

rulemaking.  Then we'll circle back to this14

assignment, which puts us out there two, three years15

or so.  But it's still out there until such time as16

the Commission would change that assignment.  Next17

slide.18

We've been in this sort of extraordinary19

space throughout this rulemaking, at a process if you20

will, in the sense that the staff because of the21

interest out there about this subject has put out two22

versions of the staff's proposed language before it23

became a proposed rule.24

And then we were headed to the Commission25
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a year ago in January with the proposed rule but1

before that proposed rule made it to the Commission,2

the Commission had seen the staff's preliminary3

language and the Commission gave the staff new4

direction.5

And in the Commission direction that you6

see there, cited in the particular SRM, the Commission7

directed the staff to assure that there be flexibility8

to use the current International Commission on9

Radiological Protection dose methodologies.10

We have done that on a case-by-case basis11

by amendment to this point so it's clear the12

Commission wanted to see the rule modernized to13

capture that.14

They wanted a two-tiered period of15

performance, Tier 1 being a compliance period covering16

the reasonably foreseeable future, Tier 2 a longer17

period based upon site characteristics and peak dose18

to a designated receptor, that is not a priori.19

Now, the story behind the story around20

that particular assignment is because it's important21

to refresh your memory that in the staff's preliminary22

language what we intended to propose was a 20,000 year23

period of compliance.24

MEMBER CORRADINI:  And that matches with25
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what?1

MR. CAMPER:  Well, it matches it was a new2

number.  It was a new number.3

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay, I thought you4

were going to say it matches with flexibility5

occurring.6

(Multiple no)7

MR. MCKENNEY:  The 20,000 new number was8

in these tiers.9

MR. CAMPER:  The point I'm making is it10

was clear that the Commission had chosen at that point11

in time, even before it had a proposed rule, to adjust12

the staff's thinking.  The Commission, of course, can13

do that obviously.14

And the basis for the 20,000 years, again15

just to refresh your memory, was that it was a new16

number and any time you have a new number, a large17

number, you're entering into an interesting space in18

policy.19

But to a large degree the 20,000 years was20

because at that timeline you were within roughly the21

order of magnitude of peak dose from this material and22

you were considering a very disturbing surface23

phenomenon, glaciation.24

MEMBER RYAN:  I'm pretty sure this was in25
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response to an ACNW letter.1

MR. WIDMAYER:  ACRS letter.2

(Multiple ACRS letter)3

MEMBER RYAN:  ACRS letter that this was4

put forward.5

MR. CAMPER:  So in addition to the6

Commission reacting to the staff's preliminary7

language, as Dr. Ryan's pointing out, committee had8

written a letter and clearly the Commission was moved9

by that and the staff made an adjustment accordingly10

and in the proposed rule that is up before the11

Commission now that number was changed of course.12

The third thing the Commission said to us13

was flexibility to establish a site-specific waste14

acceptance criteria based upon the results of the site15

performance assessment and intruder assessment.16

In other words, create an or pathway17

whereby waste could be disposed of using the screening18

values of 61.55, the classification tables, or allow19

the waste to be disposed of based upon a waste20

acceptance criteria for that particular site as21

established by the operator and agreed to by the22

regulator and then to seek to have a balance between23

federal and state alignment and flexibility.24

In other words, what level of25
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compatibility is assigned to the rulemaking to, on one1

hand, ensure consistency and alignment but yet, on the2

other hand, allow Agreement States to have flexibility3

to implement the rule?  So, next slide.4

Now, Chris is going to pick up and get5

into some more detail, you know, in terms of the6

staff's approach.7

But, again, what I wanted to emphasize at8

this point was just to share with you -- You may agree9

or disagree with the staff's logic obviously.  And I10

know from some discussions, I know there's certainly11

a sentiment among some committee members that there12

should be a unique set of criteria in Part 61 for how13

to dispose of large quantities of depleted uranium.14

I understand that and respect that and we considered15

that ourselves.16

But I think what I wanted to accomplish in17

my comments was for you to at least have an in-depth18

insight into the staff's logic and the staff's19

approach in reaching the conclusion that we did, as20

imperfect as it might be.21

All right, I'll stop there and let Chris22

take it unless you have more questions.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  I do have a question.  If24

you were trying to come up with a waste25
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classification, let's say for depleted uranium, a1

unique waste classification for depleted uranium, what2

criteria would you use?  Could it still be Class A or3

would you have a brand-new Class D for depleted4

uranium?  I'm really confused.5

MR. MCKENNEY:  It would be fitted in with6

it.  The request to make a revised classification7

table of either type, of either using the old system8

or the new system, would have been trying to figure9

out where it falls in the A, B, C category.  What10

concentrations would be A?  What concentrations may be11

B or C or whatever?12

MEMBER ARMIJO:  So it might be all three13

depending on concentration?14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Right, because15

already, ever other radionuclide is that way, that16

until they reach a specific  activity, they're tapped17

out at someplace.  Like cobalt-60 can be at lower18

concentration Class A and up to infinite19

concentrations as Class B.  And some cesium's A, B and20

C in different mixtures so --21

MR. CAMPER:  I'm glad you asked that22

question because at times, you know, the staff in some23

public venues has taken some criticism for not turning24

the crank, if you will, doing the same analysis that25
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was done before.1

If you look at the assignment that I2

shared with you a moment ago that the Commission has3

given us, if we do that and we're going to do a modern4

analysis using current ICRP methodology, then what5

will happen is some of the waste concentrations will6

move around in the table.7

But as Chris says, what's important?8

There are those who say, well, depleted uranium is9

Class C waste or it's greater than Class C waste or10

it's this or it's that.11

But if you look at those classification12

tables there, you come to realize that those13

radionuclides can be A, B or A, B or C as a function14

of concentration.  So it would end up somewhere using15

that classification scheme and there would be16

different concentration values.17

MR. WIDMAYER:  And also assuming you'd18

also have some that's greater than Class C.  There'd19

be a maximum concentration.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, right, right.21

Actually all four categories are possibles depending22

on how the analysis comes out.23

And also then, of course, is how do they24

actually factor because, of course, most of the time25
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we talk about DU which I'll be talking about in the1

near term but that we talk about it as the most2

concentrated form, which is just making U3O8 from a3

deconversion plant which is a powder which you can4

have fairly heavy loading in a package.  You can have5

something like 80 percent loading in the package.6

That isn't the only solution that DOE7

could do for disposal.  They could load it into8

something else and have a lower waste loading, which9

would effectively bring the concentration down.10

MEMBER RYAN:  Or they could make it into11

a metal.12

(Multiple right)13

MEMBER RYAN:  Base form of a metal.14

(Crosstalk)15

MR. CAMPER:  I mean the staff clearly was16

not oblivious to the fact that if you did an analysis,17

which we did not do but if you did, you would have a18

situation where it could be A, B, C.  Perhaps it could19

be greater than Class C.  We've not done the analysis.20

(Crosstalk)21

MR. CAMPER:  We took some comfort in22

knowing that regardless of what it is, if you do it,23

if you dispose of it on site-specific analysis you're24

going to dispose of it in a manner that's safe.25
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MEMBER RYAN:  The other part of it, too,1

is you've got to consider the fact that waste form,2

waste packaging, disposal technology and geo-3

hydrologic properties all factor into how am I going4

to make that waste successful in this environment?5

MR. CAMPER:  Correct.6

MEMBER RYAN:  So it's not just I've got a7

bunch of this and I'm going to throw it away.  It's8

this whole step of treatment of waste to make it9

acceptable for disposal in the system that you have10

before you and the system includes all those elements11

I just listed out.12

So it's not, you know, kick it in the hole13

and be done with it.  It's a very detailed process of14

how you go through all those steps.  I just want to15

make that clear.16

MR. CAMPER:  Absolutely.  Clearly those17

are parameters of consideration and assumptions within18

a PA, performance assessment, absolutely.19

MEMBER RYAN:  So again, it's waste20

content, waste form, waste packaging, disposal21

technology which is vaults and all the rest --22

MR. MCKENNEY:  And disposal technique23

because of the fact that you could space them apart24

and everything else.25
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MEMBER RYAN:  All that and geo-hydrology1

is the last barrier that you have to figure out.2

MR. MCKENNEY:  All the above.3

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  I guess what intrigues4

me about this is the effort to DU in the confines of5

Class A, B or C of the presently worded Part 61.  When6

I was thinking about where we might discuss this, I7

guess I'm just intrigued by the idea of why don't we8

just call it a Class U?  Make it a different class and9

treat it within 61 as a different class because, let10

me finish --11

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Okay, I'm sorry.12

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  The reason is because of13

the quantity present and in the future with the half-14

life and the recognition that an awful lot of this is15

really biased by the hexafluoride content.16

So it is truly something different than17

tools that are cobalt-60 contaminated or resins that18

are cesium and strontium laden.  This is a different19

beast and what's remarkable is how much there is.20

So I guess I'm still thinking why don't we21

just simply say we're going to keep 61 as is, we're22

going to make a category called Class U and we're23

going to write some words to protect that Class U,24

either as an asset or a waste form that gets special25
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treatment?1

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Well, before you2

respond to Dick, let me just ask a question and then3

please respond.  But, Dick, how would you treat very4

low concentrations of DU?5

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Small quantities?6

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Small quantities, low7

concentration, however you want to put it.8

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Some form of a9

grandfather clause or some form of a threshold for10

admission so --11

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay, so you're just12

talking about things that would exceed some threshold?13

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Yes, sir.  Yes, exactly.14

MEMBER CORRADINI:  But just so I15

understand because, Harold, I was thinking the same16

thing, so given your thinking process still they would17

have to come up with some sort of classification18

scheme based on concentration or something so it falls19

below your limit.  It's got to fit into one of the20

current A, B, C categories, right?21

MEMBER RYAN:  And as occurs another22

consideration there's typically, I think this is where23

you were going now, there is a threshold.  If Package24

A has X grams of uranium and if it's not above the25
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magic number of grams, whatever that is, it's low-1

level waste.  It's done.  So there'd be some exemption2

clause that allow it to be disposed in a simpler site,3

in a simpler way.4

And then, of course, I imagine that would5

bulk up to an inventory limit for that particular6

site, based on your unit's light variance, and it's7

easy to create the structure of what can go where,8

when.9

But if you have 100,000 canisters of UF610

laying around the barnyard, then you've got a whole11

big different problem.  That means you got to convert12

it until you've got a -- these are night and day.  You13

can't say, well, let's take all uranium and do14

something.  That's not going to work.  Can you say,15

well, do all of UF6?  You bet you.  That makes sense16

to me and then the smaller stuff can kind of go --17

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Well, I interrupted18

you in responding to Dick so you should go ahead and19

answer him.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  One thing is that what you21

just discussed with the fact of having a cutoff and22

everything else, that's actually a very big parallel23

to the differential between greater than Class C and24

exceed C, B, A because of the fact that it's still25
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low-level waste even though it's greater than Class C1

rulemaking.2

But we're saying in large volumes greater3

than Class C can't be disposed of in a normal, near-4

surface disposal site.  There are ways on a case-by-5

case basis.  You can use small quantities of it6

disposed that way or you can actually develop a site.7

With the right engineering, you may be able to develop8

a site in the near surface that still could handle9

greater than Class C waste.10

That is the parallel that we have right11

now anyway, which is that the DOE is responsible for12

trying to find a place for greater than Class C waste13

and they look into both near surface and intermediate14

for those types of waste.15

But that would be the parallel that's16

already in the framework, would be developing17

concentrations.  At some lower concentration you18

either require almost no requirements for disposal19

like Class A or maybe you require long-term stability20

which is Class B or C and if you're above C then you21

require something not normal, low-level waste22

disposal.23

MEMBER RYAN:  And I think the Class C or24

the derivative Class C, in my mind and from my25
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experience, comes in as a site-specific application1

where you would say, okay, well, this is what they2

want to dispose.  Here's it's chemical and physical3

form, radiological contact.  These are appropriate, so4

you go through a performance assessment analysis to5

say can we figure out a way to make that work?6

Now, for example, instead of just putting7

it in the dirt, they put it in a concrete bucket.8

They put it in a concrete bucket lined by stainless9

steel.  It's wired shut.10

Then you can figure out a bunch of11

different ways to enhance that disposal system for a12

specific waste package or series of packages to get13

the job done.  I think that's not something that's new14

and different and coming down the line.  That's15

something that's done all the time.16

MR. CAMPER:  Well, a couple other17

thoughts.  I mean, as I said, the staff surely18

recognize that they could have tried to come up with19

some much more prescriptive criteria, whether it be20

different classification ways, it could be a21

specification of how deep it must be disposed of given22

its concentration values or what types of engineered23

barrier were required and so forth and so on.  We knew24

that.25
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But as I said during my comments, if we1

look back and looked at the emphasis by the Commission2

on the site-specific analysis and the fact that a3

site-specific performance assessment will tell you in4

the final analysis all the parameters considered that5

Dr. Ryan pointed out, how much, how deep, under what6

configurations and so forth, your PA will tell you all7

of that and there will be sites where it is not8

suitable or only some of it is suitable but your site-9

specific performance assessment will tell you that10

final analysis regardless of what you call it.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  Whereas a generic analysis12

may be very conservative for certain sites.  And, you13

know, that's one of the complaints on the current14

classification system, of course, is that it was based15

on technology used in 1981 which was arguably not too16

much different, unfortunately, in some things than the17

'60s.  And so, you know, there were practices of18

basically what you did when you went to a landfill,19

where you literally were allowed to drive up and you,20

yourself, could kick it off the back of your truck21

into the waste site.  Not that bad, but --22

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Oh, no.  That bad, yes.23

(Laughter)24

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  It was that bad.25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, so but, I mean, so you1

got that to now we've got highly engineered2

facilities.  We've got people putting liners over top3

of several packages.  We've got engineered materials4

going into the packages with the waste.5

We've got all sorts of techniques that are6

being used out there which are not handled in the7

tables at all, which were again developed from a8

shallow humid site, not an arid site or anything else.9

That's what the tables are based around.10

So any generic analysis by the NRC would11

likely be conservative for several of the new12

situations depending on how we went because we'd be13

having a completely different conversation of whether14

we wanted one table or multiple tables if we were15

talking about the revised waste classification tables16

because those are all options that would have to be17

evaluated.18

But in the current situation what it is is19

the staff looks at it and goes, well, if we're limited20

to one table, it's likely to be a little bit of21

handcuffing on what the options are.22

And that was one of the reasons why we23

thought that if you're doing it on site-specific24

nature you can take credit for those things that you25
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can set up as the proper barriers and not have to be1

controlled by this analysis back from the --2

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Okay, let me repeat back3

what I think you just said.  You said, hey, if you do4

your site-specific analysis properly, you can5

accommodate all of the waste forms including the6

volume and the activity of the DU.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  At the proper site, you8

could have possibly a large volume of depleted uranium9

that could be disposed of, yes.10

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Yes, yes.  But you're11

saying within the existing regulation, if you've done12

your performance assessment properly, you can capably13

and appropriately handle that.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.15

MR. CAMPER:  That's what we concluded,16

yes.  Another issue that we thought about and talked17

about when we were pondering the very thing that you18

are raising, the very options you're raising with19

this, and I want to pick up on something that Chris20

said, if you look at the existing Environmental Impact21

Statement that was done for Part 61 which, by the way,22

served as the reg basis for that particular23

requirement because we didn't do a reg basis at that24

time, the point is, is that the assumptions that went25
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into the EIS as compared to how low-level waste is1

actually disposed of in the United States over the2

last 30 years, they look nothing alike.3

I mean the disposal facilities, let's use4

WCS because it's such a standout example.  I mean what5

they're doing in terms of the methodology in their6

disposal cells is quite different than what was7

articulated in an FEIS.8

And my point is this.  If you are going to9

try to look at some specification of criteria for10

disposal of depleted uranium or is it a different11

class of waste, then the question we ask ourselves is,12

well, don't you really need to look at everything?13

I mean doesn't that argue that if you want14

to do this and be completely thorough and intellectual15

about it, maybe you ought to be doing a new16

Environmental Impact Statement that truly articulates17

the conditions under which all low-level waste is18

disposed of in United States?19

Well, we conferred with the Office of20

General Counsel.  The conclusion was reached that you21

don't need to do a new EIS for this rulemaking and the22

cost of doing a new EIS, frankly, would be23

prohibitively expensive.24

At the same time, the Commission has given25
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us an assignment to how can we dispose of this1

material safely and proceed to do that?  So a lot of2

other parameters went into pondering the option that3

you articulate and that was one of them.4

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Thank you.  Thanks.5

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Chris, can we do a6

quick time check here?  You're, at least on page7

count, roughly halfway through the presentation.8

MR. MCKENNEY:  This is a great breaking9

spot.10

(Laughter)11

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  It's a good time to12

break?13

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, because --14

(Crosstalk)15

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  I didn't know how you16

timed it out in terms of real time.  So if that's the17

case, let's break for lunch and we will reconvene at18

1 o'clock.19

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off20

the record at 11:58 a.m. and went back on the record21

at 1:02 p.m.)22

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  We are back in session.23

Chris, I guess it's yours.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, it is.  I don't think25
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I introduced myself earlier.  I am Chris McKenney, I1

am the chief in charge of the Performance Assessment2

Branch, which is the technical group that does3

performance assessments, does evaluations for waste4

incidental to reprocessing and helps the Agreement5

States with their analyses.6

I think we're getting an echo from the7

mic.8

So before we broke for lunch we were9

talking about policies and the Commission direction10

and the initial framework of the rule of Part 6111

itself, of how that was -- deciding on how the staff12

would -- Some of the things behind the decisions the13

staff made.14

Now I'm going to just get back to the15

material itself a little bit and talk about that.16

What we're talking about, when we're talking about17

large volumes, we're not talking about just, you know,18

100,000 metric tons.  We're talking about 700,00019

metric tons and up to possibly 1.5 million, it all20

depends on how much they recycle.  There is some21

processes to get more U-235 out of the depleted22

uranium.  Try to reduce the amount of new uranium23

they'll need over the years.24

So it's not a complete set number but25
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there's 700,000 out there sitting now plus LES has1

already created some and so forth.2

And this is concentrated, depleted3

uranium.  You're talking that if they make it just4

into DU and into U-308 powder it will be about 805

percent by weight U-308 in a package.  And that's6

relative to like uranium mill tailings and stuff,7

which I have some slides on.  It's very concentrated8

uranium.9

And of course because it's been processed10

there is no progeny with it currently and that has to11

grow in.  Or that grows in.12

And that's why a lot of people in the13

operational field nowadays, and why we use it on tank14

armor, we use it in weapons and stuff like that.15

Unfortunately a very small amount of it, because it's16

mostly a chemical toxicity hazard, there isn't much17

radiation risk from depleted uranium.  It's usually18

just the pure fact it's a heavy metal.  And so it19

causes chemical toxicity.20

So it's, operationally, it's not a21

problem, there's things you can do.  Yes there's22

questions about stability of keeping large amounts of23

UF6 sitting around for a long period of time which is24

why the Department of Energy said, let's convert it to25
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U-308 which is much more stable.  And then in that1

PEIS they said and then when we may store it or we may2

dispose of it.3

And in the end the decision was we should4

put most of it going towards disposal.  If we find5

uses for it we can always pull out some before it goes6

to disposal.7

Because again, for a very long time the8

national policy has been that the depleted uranium is9

a resource to the military and stuff like that.  But10

in fact it's never been a large percentage of the11

amount being made by these plants.12

MEMBER RYAN:  Well there are other13

applications too besides armor --14

MR. MCKENNEY:  There is --15

MEMBER RYAN:  -- there's ballast and16

counterweights and trains that you see all over the17

country and --18

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Right.  But all19

those unfortunately are still a relatively small20

fraction and --21

MEMBER RYAN:  It is but it's not just one22

thing.  It's --23

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, no, no.  It's not just24

one thing.  But that's one but that's one that --25
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MEMBER CORRADINI:  So the decision to do1

the reconversion back to an oxide form was done when?2

I forgot.3

MR. MCKENNEY:  '99/2000.  That's when they4

--5

MEMBER CORRADINI:  But it's slowly being6

transferred.  We're not talking quickly.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Actually both8

plants were built in the late 2010 time period, are9

now hot and they've went through -- They're about to10

go hot this year.  So they'll go to full production11

for both Paducah and Portsmouth, because they have now12

got their deconversion plants up and present.13

MEMBER RYAN:  That's the hexafluoride --14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, it's hexafluoride to15

convert down into U-308.  There's a great slide in16

Christine Gelles' talk that shows the farms of these.17

Which they look pretty much the same because they'll18

take the ones filled with UF6, they'll change it to U-19

308 and they'll put them back in the same canisters20

and then put them back on a different part of the21

pack.22

MEMBER RYAN:  If the canisters haven't23

corroded too badly.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Right, if they25
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don't have to replace the canister.1

MEMBER CORRADINI:  So I'm sorry --2

MR. MCKENNEY:  No problem.3

MEMBER CORRADINI:  I have one little4

digression.  So the chemical stream that's not is5

going into HF?6

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  HF is sold.  So HF7

is going to try to be sold, yes.8

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Is that going to make9

a dent in the HF market?10

MR. MCKENNEY:  I have no idea.  That's a11

question for DOE.  I'm not a -- Yes.12

MEMBER RYAN:  I don't know.  I'm not sure.13

MR. MCKENNEY:  So again, the activity14

profile for this waste is quite different from15

conventional low-level waste or mill tailings.  And16

again, the activity is not necessarily a hazard, but17

we'll first show activity and then we'll talk a little18

bit about how that converts to hazard.19

Here is about equivalent cubic yards of20

depleted uranium and conventional low-level waste21

being -- And this curve is from the inventory at22

Barnwell, South Carolina.  And so, you know, the short23

lived radionuclides and conventional low-level waste24

really dominate over the first few hundred -- hundred25
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years really.1

But because of the isolation of low-level2

waste, the types of sites we picked and everything3

else, those are largely not a safety issue because of4

both our concentration tables and the way they design5

and place the sites.6

DU though, of course, doesn't have any7

credible decay for very long periods of times and you8

slowly start to build in the progeny over time.  And9

actually because of some of the long-lived materials10

that already have been disposed of at much lower11

concentrations and volumes, you have that similar tale12

out on the Barnwell waste but at a much lower activity13

level.14

MEMBER CORRADINI:  So this is just for15

relative comparison.  So if I read this right, in your16

red line there was 0.1 percent by volume of uranium17

because that's what it stabilized at?18

MR. MCKENNEY:  There's also technicum and19

iodine that are driving that line.  But yes.20

MEMBER CORRADINI:  So a first21

approximation --22

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  For first23

approximation that and transuranics and thorium and24

everything else will all be added up to that, yes.25
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MEMBER CORRADINI:  Okay.  Anything more1

than a 1,000 you have --2

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.  And now -- But this3

is hazards, this is how much activity is in the4

disposal site.5

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Chris, when you6

introduced the slide you said cubic something, did you7

really mean curies?8

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, no, no.  These are9

comparable volumes.  A comparable volume of like -- I10

can't remember number.11

MEMBER RYAN:  The y axis is curies.12

MR. MCKENNEY:  They y axis is curies but13

it's from a --14

(Simultaneous speaking.)15

MR. MCKENNEY:  So it's not -- The purple16

line is not all 750,000 metric tons necessarily.  It's17

--18

MEMBER RYAN:  It's the unit volume of it19

compared to another unit volume.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Being the Barnwell21

waste being the unit volume so that we could have a22

comparison.23

MEMBER SKILLMAN:  Thank you.  Okay.  Got24

you.25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  But much like, you know, in1

any other instance the performance really transforms2

what is a hazard to what is a risk.  And in the case,3

much like a reactor where most of the activity in the4

reactor is of no risk even in most events because it's5

only the mobile stuff that make it out when a few6

barriers fail.7

Same thing is true in low-level waste8

disposal.  If the material decays away or is so9

immobile it will never move out of the disposal cell,10

it's not a risk to the environment.11

If it can live long enough that the12

barriers fail and slowly migrate out into the13

environment, then it becomes a potential risk in the14

future for the environment.15

MEMBER RYAN:  One thing that some members16

may appreciate that, and we haven't talked much about17

today, Chris, is that every site has some kind of a18

monitoring scheme where they monitor in the19

groundwater onsite, the boundary of the site and at20

pathways offsite.21

So that for example in the case of22

Barnwell it's got 40 years of monthly and quarterly23

sampling from which, you know, a geo-hydrologic system24

model has been developed so they have some idea of25
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where to look and where something likely is going to1

happen.2

And so that helps educate the monitoring3

program so that as time goes on you build confidence4

that the information you're gathering has in essence,5

you know, good, solid relationships to the reality of6

what's happening, which gives you then I think as time7

goes on more confidence in whatever kind of curves8

like these you want to draw.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.10

MEMBER RYAN:  That you're basing it on11

actual behavior, not just some modeling exercise.12

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  And this curve is13

only about uranium from a -- Actually it's in our14

regulatory basis document as a comparison.  And the15

actual link to the document is from, it's from a16

Savannah River site DOE disposal area, in Area C, and17

an analysis they did for uranium.18

But the curves are not dissimilar that19

you'd get long wane of zeros out until the barriers20

fail and then you'd start to see technetium and21

iodines and stuff into these well out until you have22

to have the barriers fail and it has to be able the23

environment in time to wherever you're assigning the24

receptor.25
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But the other point of this curve is is1

that, if you remember back on the previous curve, even2

at a 1,000 years you're not seeing much increase on3

this, since this is a log scale, you're not seeing4

much increase in the total activity for the uranium.5

But in the earlier time period, the first6

couple thousand years, all of the risk is still from7

two radionuclides which are just being ingrown and are8

relatively small concentrations to the overall source-9

term, which is radium and lead.10

Later, because of the transport the actual11

uranium finally arrives and because of its12

concentration it's much larger.  And because it's13

depleting the source is why its actually got a14

decrease in time whereas the other one looked to be15

solubility control.16

But that's a common characteristic, that17

it doesn't necessarily mean that it has to be the18

largest activity at the source.  It's really about a19

combination of how much is there and the20

transportability as to not only how much will get to21

the receptor and when.  And at arid sites these curves22

could be delayed for a very long time until you see23

anything.24

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  What are the assumptions25
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for this particular curve then?1

MR. MCKENNEY:  This one is a human site2

with an engineered facility down in a Savannah River3

site with, this looks like it has some uranium in it.4

But --5

MEMBER RYAN:  Somewhere on the order of 406

inches of rain per year.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, 40 inches of rain8

and a humid environment.  So transport isn't --9

Transport is relatively high for mobile radionuclides10

but once the barriers are failed.  However, those11

mobiles are mostly the radium in the lead, later the12

uranium will still get there because it's semi-mobile.13

If this was Hanford you'd probably have14

the uranium almost at the same time as the radium15

peak.  Because uranium moves in the Hanford soils much16

easier than it does in the clays of South Carolina.17

But the actual report is again cited through our18

regulatory basis we made for the Rule.19

We talked about the DEIS earlier and --20

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Chris, could you just go21

back --22

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, that's fine.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Let's look at that curve.24

The radon 226 number peaks --25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  Radium-226.1

MEMBER ARMIJO:  226, it peaks somewhere2

around between 10-2 and 10-1 picocuries per liter in3

this well water, right?4

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.5

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Now, is that a6

particularly dangerous amount?7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well I'm not sure what the8

actual concentrations were in the original for the9

source-term.  But --10

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well maybe --11

MR. MCKENNEY:  But for context, the12

drinking water limit for radium is five picocuries per13

liter.14

MEMBER ARMIJO:  So this is about --15

MR. MCKENNEY:  And this is showing -- and16

also the uranium drinking water standard is17

approximately 30 picocuries per liter.  So this code18

is showing that for the design inventory of the ILV19

that they were well within the drinking water20

standards for their performance analysis.21

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Forever.22

MR. MCKENNEY:  For all time, yes.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But this is for this24

particular site that's humid and it's not --25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  And I'm not sure1

what those inventory limits were that they calculated2

backwards for these.3

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.4

MR. MCKENNEY:  I'm using it more for the5

shape of the curves than for the --6

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.  Thank you.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  The DEIS had a very small8

amount of uranium relative to what we're talking about9

here.  Largely coming from all those commercial uses10

of uranium at the time, commercial and military, which11

is that we only had approximately 20 curies total12

between uranium-238 and 235 per million cubic meters13

of waste disposed.  So about approximately 200 metric14

tons of concentrated DU if you converted the 20 curies15

across.16

Now we realize there is a combination of17

site conditions and disposal operations which would18

determine the site suitability and inventory19

allowances.  And with the conservative analyses in20

DEIS they were saying that 200 tons per million cubic21

meters wouldn't be a problem so therefore we don't22

really need a limit.23

But we're faced with 750,000 plus metric24

tons potentially out there.  So where's the answer in25
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between?1

Other considerations we have in place is2

is that, again as we discussed earlier, all the3

current licensed sites are in Agreement states.  Each4

one has different environmental conditions.5

For example, establish a prescriptive6

limit that you have to bury it more than ten meters7

deep, that would pretty much eliminate the8

EnergySolutions Clive site from disposing because of9

its shallow nature.  It has a very shallow groundwater10

system.  It's in an arid condition, it probably can11

take quite a bit with the right design and right12

performance and right engineering.13

But if you do a prescriptive analysis like14

just widely, that would just preclude it.15

MEMBER RYAN:  Well, Chris, I think one16

thought that's very important for folks to understand17

is that fixing of requirements and design criteria and18

all that have been prescriptive.  They haven't been19

performance based.  You ought to have ten meters of20

this and so much of that, you know.  And I think21

that's quite frankly an early kind of way to think22

about it.23

But if there's going to be any24

improvement, it would be a huge improvement, in my25
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opinion, to switch -- Now it's kind of ten feet from1

this and 40 feet for this and whatever you want to2

think about.  And change it to this feature should3

perform in this way.  And then give general criteria4

of performance.  That would kind of make it a level5

playing field for everybody.6

So if I was king I would try and think7

about how to restructure those requirements so that I8

can apply them in the arid central part of the country9

or, you know, a place where there's some water.  Or,10

you know, different kinds of geologic stuff.  I mean,11

there are lots of good ways to deal with that so that12

it didn't preclude anything from being considered and13

it allowed for a wide range of considerations.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well I mean largely the15

rule does allow that because we don't specify waste16

forms.  We don't specify the --17

MEMBER RYAN:  I'm not talking about18

largely against, I'm talking about very specific19

requirements that address those kinds of features.20

Nothing that --21

(Microphone feedback.)22

MEMBER RYAN:  -- you know, physical23

stability requirements needed to avoid subsidence.24

You know, whatever you want to think about, there's25
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lots of smart people that could come up with the best1

version of that list.2

But that, to me, is the way to structure3

it so that you get away from what is kind of anecdotal4

and site-specific, to something that's more generally5

applied and can be measured and assessed in a more6

uniform way.  It makes your job a lot easier I would7

think.  Larry is nodding his head yes so --8

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Well yes, I --9

MR. MCKENNEY:  And the problem is is that10

you run into the same problem that you ran into with11

the original regulation for high-level waste at that12

point, which is that subsistent performance can lead13

to sub-optimal designs.  And I mean, you'd have to14

weigh that and how you developed them because of the15

fact that, again --16

(Microphone feedback.)17

MEMBER RYAN:  -- most straightforward, you18

know, path forward on how to have something you can19

explain to folks.  It's clear, you know, it doesn't20

have all these well back when this and that curve.21

You know, it gets very confusing for folks who don't22

understand the technical details and we ought to stop23

that if we can.24

MR. CAMPER:  Well arguably 61 is both25
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performance based and prescriptive in some parts.1

MEMBER RYAN:  That's really good.2

MR. CAMPER:  And it's traditional for the3

Commission to go more performance-based of course.4

And I mean if you look at IAEA literature for example,5

they talk about, when they look at this kind of issue,6

if member states have more than one disposal facility7

they place an emphasis on use of performance8

assessment as well.  Because the sites behave so9

differently.10

MEMBER RYAN:  Well so I think if we can11

somehow, in this iteration, change it to that kind of12

a system we'd end up with a much easier to explain,13

much easier to cite and, you know, demonstrate14

performance once you're up and running than you do15

now.16

And it kind of gets away from what could17

be viewed to be, well we did it this way for that18

site.  We're doing it this way, a different, for19

another site and it's the same material we're20

disposing.  How do I communicate that to the public?21

Well you can't really do it without, you22

know, lots of educational time and lots of details.23

And, you know, it ends up being, sometimes, a real24

confusing circumstance.  So I just throw that out as25
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something we ought to do is make it now performance1

based and look at specific ways to address performance2

based on requirements of performance.  And forget3

about where it is or what the range of sites is.  You4

just do it and make sure you're covering the landscape5

and move on.6

MR. CAMPER:  And I said, Dr. Ryan, we7

believe -- The staff believe we are around this8

particular issue doing that.9

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay.10

MR. CAMPER:  Now this is not a whole scale11

revisions of Part 61 of course, this is a focus upon12

depleted uranium and some other things kind of swept13

in.14

MEMBER RYAN:  So you're doing it but15

you're going to hedge a little bit?  That's all right.16

MR. CAMPER:  Well it's a limited ruling.17

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Well you begin with the18

presumption that you're going to differentiate between19

environmental conditions that exist today.  But we're20

talking about 1,000 years or 10,000 years or beyond21

10,000.  And --22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  That's where it gets23

murky.24

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  It gets more than murky.25
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How presumptuous can we be to define differences in1

environmental conditions across the United States.2

For example, 10,000 years from today when this issue3

is going to be come apparent.  Or 5,000 or 2,000 years4

from today.5

MR. MCKENNEY:  For most of the sites their6

site stability was already a selection process when7

they selected the site they selected.  I mean, areas8

of high erosion are not selected anymore.  There is,9

you can rely on very long records in the rock and the10

local history to be able to go back and look and see11

that the processes there are very stable and use those12

to evaluate the level of how this material will change13

over time.14

You may be able to use, even in looking at15

what-ifs, you can look at possibly other areas to say16

that's an area that, based on paleo records or17

something like that, the characteristics are similar18

to this other area.  Kind of look there to see what19

the climate, what everything is like.20

There are ways to do that to give you21

multiple lines of reason to evaluate what your22

performance is and how you structure your decision23

making, your model.  What processes will be important24

over time.  Will likely be important over time.  And25
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what's the range of impacts.  Because they're in1

stable locations.2

I mean it would be a totally different3

question if we were talking about trying to do a4

10,000 year analysis for like the former West Valley5

Site with its disposal cells it had, which were in a6

highly erodible area where DOE is spending a lot of7

money on trying to figure out how exactly the creeks8

are going to cut into the site of the disposal cell.9

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Over the next hundred10

years.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Right.  So I mean12

that's where part of the prescriptive nature of Part13

61 was, that they went around and they put citing14

criteria in there heavily to say you shouldn't go15

here, you shouldn't there, you shouldn't go here.16

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Right, and that makes17

sense.18

MEMBER RYAN:  But let's just say you have19

lots of examples where things probably weren't picked20

the best way and that there's now a lot of remediation21

of engineering and all of us to sort those out.22

Let's set that aside for a minute.  That's23

all good.  But the point is, how do we take all those24

lessons and create a new rule so that we avoid all25
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that again?  That's what we're about here.  It's how1

do we create a system of regulating these facilities2

so we put the criteria and say let's don't put it on3

an eroding, meandering stream that's already cut 1004

feet deep into the existing soil.5

MALE PARTICIPANT:  Exactly.6

MEMBER RYAN:  That would be a good7

indication you're not in the right spot.  All the rest8

of the things, requirements, geo-hydrology, geology,9

weather and the whole thing.  That's where I think we10

ought to spend afternoon.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  But see that's largely in12

Part 61.  That's what the rulemaking was about.  Was13

taking the lessons learned of the previous 10 to 1514

years and what the sites were having problems with and15

trying to locate and get rid of, with siting criteria,16

get rid of those because of the fact that -- Because17

of the feature that theoretically at the time, because18

national governors did say this, that they were going19

to be in multitude of sites.20

MEMBER RYAN:  Well, they were wrong.21

MR. MCKENNEY:  I know that.  They were22

wrong with that.23

MEMBER RYAN: Let’s get rid of all those24

old --25
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MR. MCKENNEY:  But we have site1

suitability.  We have a lot of these and have2

structured these.  We don't allow them in meandering3

places.  We don't let them be put in wetlands.  We4

have those requirements now.  We have low seismic5

areas.6

MEMBER ARMIJO:  So you've identified the7

requirements based on all that learning and all that8

experience and it's already in there.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.10

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But there's -- So we don't11

really have to -- We just have to apply that?12

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.13

MEMBER RYAN:  I think that's where I am,14

Sam.  Is if the guidance is right the facts you're15

going read to understand and put in place are clear.16

But what's not clear is what's the best way to begin17

the process and NRC guidance documents and guidance,18

you know, to licensees and to applicants is where I19

would spend your time.  And you're all very smart20

folks.  And you've done an awful lot of these analyses21

and work in the guidance.22

MR. MCKENNEY:  Then you should show up at23

the meeting we're having on the Friday after with24

waste management where we're going to be talking about25
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our next strategic assessment and talk about where we1

should be spending out time.2

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Just let me ask you3

something, really a dumb question.  Is there a4

likelihood that there'll be an application for a new5

disposal site, low-level waste site, in the next6

five/ten years?  I mean what's the urgency for such a,7

you know --8

MR. CAMPER:  Revision?9

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Revision, yes.  From what10

I've seen it's not very likely.11

MR. CAMPER:  I would answer the question12

in two ways.  One, there are those who say that the13

compacts and the approaches articulated in the Low-14

Level Waste Policy Act have failed because there15

wasn't multiple sites.  I would disagree with that16

supposition personally.17

And the reason I would is because you have18

to look at the volume of waste reduction that's19

occurred since 1980.  And it's huge, it's like a20

factor of 25.  Therefore, the economics to support an21

additional site does not seem to be there.  That's22

part of the answer.23

Another part of the answer though is if24

one looks out into the future and one looks at the25
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next bow wave of reactors going into decommissioning,1

most of which waste is Class A waste, what you don't2

know is what the politics will do, for example, in the3

state of Utah.  At some point will they say no more?4

You know, South Carolina has said no more, except.  So5

it is possible that political circumstances, not6

economic, may drive the development of another site.7

But it's conjecture.  I just don't know.8

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.  Right now with the9

change in the Low-Level Waste Policy Act where the10

penalty is not being used and where now with11

EnergySolutions being open for Class A waste from12

around the country, and the fact that Texas is looking13

to do that for possibly B, C and also A, in their own14

way the pressure on the compacts is obviously lower.15

We were just at a Southwest Commission compact16

commission meeting.17

And they're like currently we're relying18

on getting our waste to EnergySolutions and applying19

our generators to go to Texas for waste that can't go20

to EnergySolutions.  And if something changes then21

we'll reconsider whether we need to go back into22

siting criteria.  Siting.  Because that's their job is23

to find a site in the California/Arizona area.24

But that's a political situation.  So it's25
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not economics and it's not volume.  Because not only1

was -- The volume reduction in the individual plants2

has reduced so much.  But the EIS, when we established3

this, assumed that we'd have 200 plants by the year4

2000.  So similar to a rule that just went out, CFR5

190 did that back in the same time period too.6

MEMBER RYAN:  It would be an interesting7

exercise to refresh all that that was in the EIS.8

MR. CAMPER:  And interesting exercise,9

whether it would be useful.10

MEMBER RYAN:  How many sites do we need?11

How much waste is being generated?  What's been the12

benefit of processing schemes for A, B, C and all the13

different, you know.  And really kind of have some14

sort of well studied and researched treatise so that15

everybody's on the same page, because I don't think we16

are today.17

MR. CAMPER:  I would agree with that,18

we're not.19

MEMBER RYAN:  And I just don't think we20

are on the same page.  And that would be real, I mean,21

you guys know all this stuff.  And if we could have22

some kind of a, you know, a data recovery or23

documentation exercise that gets it all into one, you24

know, History of the World, Part 1, for low-level25
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waste, that would be a very valuable edition to our1

discussion.2

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, I agree, Dr. Ryan.  I3

mean if you landed here as an alien visitor and read4

that EIS and then compared it to what actually5

transpired -- I mean the assumptions are, and versus6

operational reality, is remarkably different.7

Remarkably different.8

But it was like you said, it is an9

expensive proposition.  It's probably a $2 or $310

million environmental impact statement.  Two, two and11

a half years and the question becomes, you know, do12

you have a driving regulatory need to do it.13

MEMBER RYAN:  Well, I mean, just the14

background document alone that would feed into an EIS15

would be valuable.16

MEMBER ARMIJO:  That would be more17

valuable than the EIS.  I mean --18

(Microphone feedback.)19

MEMBER RYAN:  Not an EIS necessarily.  But20

I am talking about a really well-studied schooled21

background document that pulls all of this together.22

I mean, for example, I'd like to see an appendix that23

has all the licenses for all of the facilities.24

They're a public document, why not?  That way25
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everybody can see what each site's capable of, you1

know, taking under their requirements.2

I don't know.  I'm just thinking out loud3

here.  Now how do we move the ball forward and get4

everybody on the same page.  And having this kind of5

solid background information, to me, is a good first6

step.  Enough said.  Derek.7

MR. WIDMAYER:  Yes.8

MEMBER RYAN:  Ah, thank you.  I'm done.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Okay.  One of the other10

things that we've touched on about, not going back in11

history, but we do have waste at each of the sites12

which has been a whole variety of both low13

concentration and some volumes of higher14

concentrations wastes.  And they're relatively higher15

than what was assumed in the DEIS, which was 20016

million cubic meters of waste disposed.17

However, they're still nowhere near,18

they're only ten percent of what potentially could19

come.  So while they've been handled in their20

performance assessments currently the need for21

possible things in the rules to change was there.22

Other considerations, which we just sort23

of went through in this discussion, about the fact24

that we are in a limited rulemaking.  So we are sort25
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of limited by the Part 61 overall structure of1

performance objectives and the system.  We do have a2

mix of prescriptive and defense in depth criteria with3

the siting criteria being both partially descriptive4

or defense in depth.5

There is duplication in some cases where6

we say, you must meet stability requirements as a7

performance measure.  But then we say prescriptively8

you can't pick this site, this site, this site, to9

make sure that in defense in depth space you have a10

double selection there.11

Waste characteristics are partially12

prescriptive.  Like you can't have flammables, you13

can't have liquids.  We have state and federal long-14

term ownership over the site which is defense in depth15

against intruders protections and making sure the site16

performs and is not degraded by man, hopefully.17

The long-term funding mechanism also18

accentuates to make sure that the state and federal19

ownership actually does something.20

And the five meter or an engineered21

barrier for Class C waste is a defense in depth for,22

again, we have the state and federal ownership.  We23

have the funding and then we have even a barrier in24

front of it to stop the intruder if yet the next thing25
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were to be there.1

But then there's also the performance2

based portions of Part 61, which was have very little3

in the rule on waste form.  We just say, licensees4

should explain what types of waste forms they'll be5

selecting, analyze those as part of the technical6

analyses to show that those are the proper waste forms7

for the types of waste they're going to be having.8

Other than a statement that says if you have B or C9

waste it should be stable.10

Engineered features.  We don't say what11

you should use for engineering.  We don't say exactly12

how you should run your plant.  And we don't say how13

you should stack your waste or co-stack it.  Like14

should you put hot material next to cold material,15

that sort of stuff.  That's all up to the site to16

develop on their own for operations.17

And they can do it for general operations18

or even specific operations.  You know, all of a19

sudden they come and go, oh no, we need to put this20

steam generator right here, which is not our normal21

plan.  But we're going to make another pit.22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Chris, even though the NRC23

doesn't require it in Part 61, do the Agreement states24

go further and say okay, but NRC may not care but we25
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do care how you stack and how you do this.1

MR. MCKENNEY:  Not largely.  It's usually2

been first said by the licensee that says we're going3

to perform in this way.  And then the state goes okay4

we're going to hold you to that method.5

MEMBER RYAN:  That's the agreement between6

the licensee and the regulator at the states, Sam, and7

that's --8

MR. MCKENNEY:  And that way it's just, you9

know, the licensee provided technical way they're10

going to do stuff.  Rather than anything specified11

down, it's usually agreed upon because the licensee12

decided first.13

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes, and they would say14

it's consistent with Part 61.15

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, or standard practice16

of the day of how to use a crane, that sort of thing.17

MR. CAMPER:  Well if you look at, and18

let's again take WCS, if you look at the design of the19

cells and the containers that waste are put in.  And20

then you go read Part 61, you'll find that there's21

remarkable difference.  And those things are often-22

time driven by politics that has resulted in more23

conservatism in the waste disposal approach.24

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.25
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MR. CAMPER:  You know, it's sort of a lot1

of things going on at the same time.2

MR. MCKENNEY:  But I would argue that was3

more from the compact and the evaluation of how a4

compact says what they want to see in a site in their5

compact.6

MR. CAMPER:  That certainly a fact.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  The engineering of that,8

rather than the Agreement states coming as a regulator9

saying you must have the following thing.10

MR. CAMPER:  That's true.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  I think it's the compact12

saying that.  Just like the failed North Carolina site13

where North Carolina said it must be a full engineered14

site like concrete on concrete, like the French and15

the Spanish do.  That was the compact commission16

saying that, not the regulator.  That was largely17

driven by -- Those type of design criteria were not18

coming in from regulatory.  They were coming in from19

just the politics.20

So we have in front of us, after we21

consider everything, do we go risk-informed22

performance-based on the rule and/or do we add23

prescriptive requirements?24

But I also have under consideration of the25
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Agreement states implementation.  They have, not only1

to implement the rule depending on the criticals, but2

they also have the power to exempt anything if they3

need be, from the rule on a case-by-case basis that4

there is enough evidence and enough information that5

they feel that the new requirements aren't appropriate6

for part of their site, or their whole site.7

So we came along with a risk-informed8

approach where we were going to make and have enhanced9

site-specific analyses.  They already were required10

environmental technical analyses for release to the11

environment in the performance objective for12

protection of the environment.  There was, some of the13

states had actually done intruder assessments as part14

of their licensing although that wasn't required in15

Part 61.16

So there were the elements there, we are17

just trying to enhance them to make sure that a lot of18

the topics get covered.  That they look at the right19

things for the analysis.  And that they, in this case,20

which is actually the fourth bullet, we specify that21

you must do an intruder assessment.22

The environmental assessment for Part23

61.41, performance assessment would use a two-tiered24

analysis system which is specified at time of25
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compliance, which there hasn't been a time of1

compliance listed in the rule to this date.  There's2

been a variety of numbers used out there.3

NRC's guidance since 2000 has been a4

10,000 year.  State of Washington did a 10,000 year.5

State of South Carolina did a 2,000 year.6

EnergySolutions, because of the groundwater situation7

underneath it, which is not potable, they did a 5008

year transport time to the groundwater as their basis9

for evaluating what's the release rate.  What type of10

materials would get to the groundwater system in 50011

years.  Not that there's really a risk of dose from12

that, because it's 120,000 TDS groundwater, but that13

was their criteria they used.  And the state of Texas14

in the end used a 50,000 year analysis, to license.15

So we were trying to get a single number16

in the Rule to have some uniformity.  And in the end,17

because of -- In the second draft, because of the SECY18

paper, we had to allow site-specific waste acceptance19

criteria.  So in other words after developing this20

performance assessment and this intruder assessment21

you can back out what is your acceptable inventories22

and potentially concentrations that you could use23

instead of the concentration tables that are in Part24

61, to say what type of waste you would accept.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Wait.  We've talked1

now about many things that are the same or different2

and why they should/should not be.  But what about the3

intruder?  That seems to me as profound perhaps as the4

DU is, as a cause factor creating change here.5

MR. MCKENNEY:  Oh no, the intruder6

assessment is key to the -- The intruder assessment7

right now is already key to the Rule.8

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  So it's an existing9

requirement.  It's just out --10

MR. MCKENNEY:   Well it says protection of11

the intruder.  Right now that's why the whole is12

uranium Class A or not is the big question.  Because13

the classification tables that are built into the14

Rule, those are there to protect the intruder.  They15

are not to protect the environment.  You can have,16

meet the tables, and you could have higher than 2517

millirem doses outside the fence.  Depending on what18

you fill up the waste site with.19

You could have all Class A concentrated20

stuff with lots and lots of technetium-99, that would21

not work.  The table doesn't protect -- Part 61.4122

performance objective, which is the environment.  It23

is designed around protecting the intruder.24

And that is why there is the question.25
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Some sites said well we're just going to use the1

table.  And then the state could say, okay, then2

you've met the requirement to protect the intruder.3

And other states have said well we have some special4

cases, we'd like to bring in some stuff and other5

things.6

So they said well why do you do an7

intruder assessment to show that you'll be underneath8

the same number they used to create the rule, which9

was 500 millirem, for an intruder assessment for that10

action.  Like they did when we took the Trojan reactor11

vessel and they shipped it, in one piece, the reactor12

vessel up to U.S. Ecology in Richland.  They analyzed13

that for its own intruder assessment because it was14

sort of different than any other canisters that they15

had disposed of.16

So what we're doing is that was there and17

a possibility.  We are specifying that you should do18

that analysis and not just rely on the tables.  Now --19

MR. CAMPER:  Will do it.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, you will do that21

analysis and then, you know, for waste acceptance you22

can still rely on tables.23

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay.  So --24

MR. MCKENNEY:  There is no new concept25
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it's just --1

MEMBER RYAN:  It's no new concept, but a2

new requirement.  Is that a fair statement?3

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.4

MEMBER RYAN:  And the summary you have5

from my perspective is that these one-off things that6

have been like the old steam generators and the other7

things like that, and the ones that Chris has8

mentioned, they're all things that a site operator can9

ask permission for under their license.10

So nothing is necessarily ruled in.  But11

it's not necessarily ruled out either.  There's a lot12

of latitude in what a licensee can legitimately13

approach the regulator for as a one-time effort or an14

exemption bringing something or --15

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  But does that, Mike,16

does that speak to the issue of making the intruder17

assessment a requirement?18

MR. MCKENNEY:  It already is a19

requirement.20

MEMBER RYAN:  I'm just asking why that21

would be covered.22

MR. CAMPER:  So you could protect the23

intruder.24

MR. MCKENNEY:   It could.  Protecting the25
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intruder is requirement.  There hasn't been a1

requirement to actually do the analysis because of the2

fact that we had a built in system inside the rule3

that people could use as a screening tool.  Now4

because uranium is not in the table the question was5

have you got any safety analysis for the uranium.6

MEMBER RYAN:  Let me make a clarification7

I think is very important.  We protect the inadvertent8

intruder.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.10

MEMBER RYAN:  We don't protect the11

archeological intruder or any of the other ones.  Just12

the inadvertent intruder.  So if somebody gets a bit13

of information like a radioactive warning symbol14

somewhere in a package they've been informed, in my15

opinion.16

MR. MCKENNEY:  Which is why we had17

discovery scenarios and stuff like that.18

MEMBER RYAN:  Yes.  So now you've got19

barriers and you've got, you know, steel of a very20

robust nature that contains a steam generator shell or21

whatever it might be, they're going to have to become22

archeologists and they kind of fall off the protection23

truck at that point.24

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay.  But I'm still25
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trying to understand why this became a requirement as1

opposed to being implicit.2

MEMBER RYAN:  That noise.  There's some3

kind of feedback but I don't know --4

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  There's no one that5

exists who can deal with this problem, is that right,6

Derek?7

MR. WIDMAYER:  I've been trying.8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  I'd just like to reread9

the requirement form the existing rule that I think is10

part of the root cause of at least some of our11

concerns.  It reads, "Design operation enclosure of12

the land disposal facility must ensure protection of13

any individual inadvertently intruding into the14

disposal site and occupying the site or contacting the15

waste at any time after active institutional controls16

over the disposal site are removed."17

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.18

MEMBER ARMIJO:  At any time.  I mean19

that's wide open forever, for in perpetuity at any20

individual.  And so --21

MEMBER CORRADINI:  It's not during the22

compliance period?23

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  No, no.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Remember, what he's reading25
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is the current rule which has --1

MEMBER ARMIJO:  That's a current rule.2

MEMBER CORRADINI:  Excuse me, I'm sorry.3

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And the staff, when they4

initially wrote the rule, the language, interpreted5

that language, they tried to put some constraints on6

it so --7

MEMBER RYAN:  And we've heard today that8

it's at least going to be somewhere in the hundreds of9

years, not forever.  They're changing that as I10

understand it.11

MR. MCKENNEY:  The compliance period will12

apply to any time in the proposal --13

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Forever.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Instead of forever, it will15

be changed, the any time phrase is removed in the16

proposed rule to replace with the compliance period.17

MEMBER ARMIJO:  A number --18

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, with a number.19

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And it will be whatever20

the Commission tells --21

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- it will be.23

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  It's a 1,000,24

10,000 --25
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MR. CAMPER:  That's going to --1

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And the question is, how's2

the best way to protect someone in the future and is3

it by doing a lot of analyses and making a lot of4

assumptions and than saying, well if we build a5

facility this way it will still protect the intruder6

during the compliance period, whatever that is?7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, during the hazardous8

period.9

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Or is a better way is to10

have a way that's, that just simply requires adequate11

marking of the site and periodic inspection and12

assurance that that marking is kept up.  Is kept up13

period.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well the --15

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And than anybody who reads16

a marker and intrudes is not an inadvertent intruder.17

And that's doable.  I can see where a government could18

say, every five years we're going to send a guy out to19

Clive or Barnwell and check to see if the bronze20

plaques haven't been stolen and --21

MEMBER POWERS:  Return six weeks later.22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well, back in Nevada I23

would say, yes, they'd probably be shot.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well they better not be25
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made out of brass either.1

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.  They're made out of2

bronze or copper.  Bronze works.3

MR. MCKENNEY:  I mean that's --4

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But, you know, to me5

that's active involvement, as generations move6

forward, that information, that knowledge is provided7

to people rather then saying, we're going to assume8

everybody forgets it's there and they'll just wander9

around and they'll --10

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well, that --11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  They can't protect12

themselves so we have to --13

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well remember, the number14

500 millirem is, along with, and along with a number15

of other international guidance on it, is we're around16

the same level, a little bit optimized down because17

we're on an interim system, that we don't want to be18

creating, if there's ways that we can ensure that the19

overall hazard is such that there wouldn't need to be20

a radiological response if there was an incident of21

someone digging into the site.22

Because if you were just to allow that23

unbounded and say, yes, you can put high level waste24

near surface because we're just going to have plaques25
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and because we don't care what the actual risk is if1

someone --2

MEMBER ARMIJO:  I'm not talking high-level3

waste, don't get that involved --4

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, no, I'm talking --5

MEMBER ARMIJO:  We're talking low-level6

waste.7

MR. MCKENNEY:  I know that.8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Just keep, just --9

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, no, I'm just saying10

that some of the activities are high enough on some of11

this material that's graded Class C, these could12

potential do that.  If you don't do some sort of13

analysis and say, you need to limit the source-term in14

someway --15

MEMBER RYAN:  That's not quite fair.  The16

high activity waste is disposed as low-level waste is17

driven by cobalt.18

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.19

MEMBER ARMIJO:  That's going to --20

MEMBER RYAN:  And it's well within in the21

operational period, the cobalt's gone.  Gone.  It's a22

five-year hazard.23

MR. MCKENNEY:  And we allow infinite24

amounts of cobalt.25
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MEMBER RYAN:  So what.  Half is a half is1

a half.2

MR. MCKENNEY:  I'm not saying --3

MEMBER RYAN:  Outside the half-life then4

it's pretty well done.5

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.6

MEMBER RYAN:  So 50 years is, you know,7

twice that a hundred years.  The cobalt's gone.  It's8

gone in the institutional control period.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, we don't care about10

cobalt.11

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay, so --12

MR. MCKENNEY:  That's all --13

MEMBER RYAN:  -- take that off the table.14

Then you got to kind of come down to, you know, what's15

the rest of the institutional confinement.  When you16

do the profile, very quickly the inventories for a17

typical low-level waste site, at least the ones I'm18

familiar with, you've got a pretty low concentrations,19

some pretty low fellow inventory pretty quick.20

MR. MCKENNEY:  The resources?21

MEMBER RYAN:  Low-level waste?22

MR. MCKENNEY:  Those are low-level waste.23

Everything that's low-level waste that is not defined24

as high-level waste, transuranic bodies --25
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MEMBER RYAN:  We're kind of going in a1

circle here.  We're bringing up the next problem in2

order to say this problem can't be solved.  I'm trying3

to find the starting point so we can solve one and4

then go around a circle and solve the rest of them.5

MEMBER CORRADINI:  But can you just finish6

your statement because I thought that's what I7

remember as to be the classification.  So go ahead,8

say it again please.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Low-level waste is defined10

what is not.  It is not defined in a positive way.  In11

the proactive way it's defined as not high-level12

waste, not uranium mill tailings, not transuranic13

waste.14

MEMBER RYAN:  It's a definition of an15

exclusion.16

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right.  Unfortunately it's17

a source-related rather than a risk related system18

which is unfortunate both from a high-level waste site19

and a --20

MEMBER RYAN:  Maybe that's the challenge21

we ought to take on is change it to a risk-based22

system so it all makes sense.23

MR. MCKENNEY:  I think DOE currently has24

a NAS study --25
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MEMBER RYAN:  What else --1

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, no, no.  I'm saying2

there is a NAS study right now that's talking about3

that type of thing.4

MEMBER RYAN:  I'm only asking what other5

study there was, but you know, let's think about it6

here.7

MR. CAMPER:  Well I mean, two or three8

things happened along the way around this particular9

topic.10

One was the 500 millirem dose limit or the11

dose that was used when the analysis was done back,12

when the part was created was not captured within the13

regulation.  There was recommendations along the way14

in a public meeting that dose ought to be come part of15

the regulation, staff would read and put it in.16

The actual, today if you read the words,17

protect the inadvertent intruder, as Chris said, is18

built around the waste classification scheme and the19

tables.  If you're going to allow an ora pathway based20

upon the use of a WAC, there was a compelling need to21

require risk analysis for the intruder.  Inadvertent22

intruder.23

So that's where the number came from, the24

why, and that's primarily why the requirement for the25
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analysis for the inadvertent intruder.  You now have1

a pathway for disposal, a mechanism for disposal other2

then the classification tables for 61.55.  And it's3

the WAC.4

MR. MCKENNEY:  And it allows you to show5

compliance of all the performance checks that's6

currently are in the rule.  All four component checks.7

High-waste analysis.8

MR. CAMPER:  That's how it came to be and9

why it came to be.10

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  So you're stuck with a12

prescriptive probability of, one, that there is an13

inadvertent intruder, or more, and you have to invent14

the population and then you would have to invent what15

their capabilities are and what they're likely to do.16

Mining, drilling, drinking water.  All of17

that sort of stuff.  And it becomes less and less18

believable and very, very arbitrary.19

MR. CAMPER:  And one of the big things we20

heard during the meetings was, with regards to21

guidance was, the use of realistic scenarios.  That's22

what, try to identify realistic scenarios.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And what your, I might24

agree is realistic --25
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MR. CAMPER:  Well of course.1

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- somebody else would2

say, oh my goodness, you're not protecting the3

orphanage that's going to be built on this site and4

all of those sorts of things.  So it's just so5

subjective that there seems, it seems we just have a6

problem with it the way you have to design this site7

with very subjective root cause -- protecting that8

intruder is driving the bus.9

MR. MCKENNEY:  You got a point.10

MEMBER ARMIJO:  It isn't --11

MR. MCKENNEY:  No it's not.  In most12

cases, in almost all analysis we've done that13

intruders are never driving the bus.  It's usually the14

long term analyses.15

And the fact that the barriers will fail16

and that you will get, long term waste will gather17

into the environment and you will only have a 2518

millirem limit there.  You have a 500 millirem limit19

on the intruders.20

And for especially conventional low-level21

waste.  That's what's driving your bus because you can22

protect again for the 100 years, cobalt-60 is done.23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  Cesium is going down,25
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strontium is going down, all of those are going down.1

It's not hard to get a discriminator around, below2

500.  Especially with today's engineering.  I'm --3

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay, maybe that's true4

for what I call conventional low-level waste.  But not5

DU and the quantities we're talking about.  Isn't the6

intruder assessment driving it?7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Only if it's --8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Or DU?9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Only if it's shallow.  Only10

if it's really close to the surface.11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Okay.12

MR. MCKENNEY:  There are, because once you13

get to deeper source, deeper disposals, then --14

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Such as?15

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- the possibilities of16

getting substantial quantities onto the surface for it17

to be, for an intruder to be --18

MEMBER RYAN:  Are way up.19

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- around is very low.  Now20

you're starting to talk about only well drilling.21

You're only talking about an eight inch cutting.22

You're talking about the fact that possibly you have23

an interim facility anyways, that's going to lengthen24

the time and that's going to be okay.25
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So we take those into consideration, like1

you know, waste processing in South Carolina.  We2

would read that, they have an engineer facility that's3

got a lot of technetium in it, long-lived waste.  It's4

about 80 percent of Class A waste, 100 million gallons5

I think of it total.6

MEMBER RYAN:  Gallons?7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well that's of the waste.8

MEMBER RYAN:  Gallons?  Liquid?9

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.  Well gallons added10

to, 50 percent added into solids and mixed into11

concrete.12

MEMBER RYAN:  So let's don't talk about13

liquids.  Nobody disposes liquids.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, it's --15

(Simultaneous speaking.)16

MR. MCKENNEY:  It's a 100,000 --17

MEMBER RYAN:  That's just not a good18

representation of what happens.19

MR. MCKENNEY:  Okay, anyway, it's a20

concrete structure at the end.  Once it solidifies.21

And we don't assume a well driller story.22

We look at a well driller next to it or nearby that23

would do it within, inside the footprint but not24

through the material.25
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Because a well driller in South Carolina1

is not going to continue to drill when it hits a hard2

thing.  They use a soft rock drilling so therefore3

they would move on.4

So the assumptions of that intruder5

assessment are to assess what's reasonable.  The6

reasonable activity there is not there.7

If you dispose of it deeper, intrusion8

stops the driver and it is largely the groundwater9

pathway which is what our analysis for 08-0147 was.10

At an arid site, it's the groundwater again, is the11

driver for the uranium, radium sites.12

MEMBER RYAN:  Sam, I think we've kind of13

circled all this a couple times.14

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.15

MEMBER RYAN:  I felt like --16

MEMBER ARMIJO:  We're just really, I'm17

just looking for a better way to solve the problem and18

I just think the intruder assessment thing just --19

MEMBER RYAN:  Circles.20

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Creates problems and --21

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay.22

MEMBER ARMIJO:  So I'll leave it at that.23

MEMBER RYAN:  All right.24

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  We'll look at it25
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differently if you can demonstrate that with a1

reasonable approach, the intruder will not become2

limiting, than you shouldn't have to do the intruder3

analysis.4

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes.  If you picked your5

site and bury your stuff as currently required by Part6

61 then I would simply deem it that the intruder is7

protected.  Period.8

MEMBER RYAN:  Assuming there's always9

going to be an intruder is not necessarily the right10

way to go.11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  I mean there's some things12

you can't --13

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  If you're doing a14

reasonable evaluation, than you can take credit for15

notification.  Some, like inspection --16

MEMBER RYAN:  I guess, again being17

conscious of time here, I probably --18

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Yes.19

MEMBER RYAN:  -- draw this sessions to a20

close and turn it back to the Chairman.  But I do have21

a, for the member's benefits, I do have a draft and22

I'd appreciate anybody that wants to just take this23

draft and make any addition to the comments, I'd sure24

appreciate it.  So I'd ask Derek, Derek, if you could25
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maybe --1

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  We'll get to that.2

MEMBER RYAN:  Sorry, get to what?  I'm3

just fast forwarding --4

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Get to that.5

MEMBER RYAN:  I guess I'm --6

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Let them at least share7

--8

MR. MCKENNEY:  On Slides 22 and 23, I'll9

just go through some of the simple pros and cons of10

our framework that we went through.11

That inventory limitations become based on12

the safety case of the site.  They don't become based13

on a generic site that we've created.  We don't have14

that as our base on how the site actually performs.15

That we become accommodated for new waste16

streams that get developed overtime rather then having17

a rulemaking for each one.  That, such as the18

possibility we're processing waste, the blending of19

waste or any other new technic that they choose to do,20

super-compaction of the ultimate cell, whatever goes21

beyond what was viewed in the original Part 61.22

A site could evaluate, hey, I've got those23

new waste stream, I can take it.  It allows innovation24

in addressing potential issues by the site rather than25
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the regulator having to predetermine everything and1

possibly form, putting innovation in something.2

The cons, of course is, that each licensee3

may need to revise and enhance their safety case4

declaration that they already make already at every5

one of their renewals.  In the other part, most of6

them are about the same level already.7

Approval would be required at each8

Agreement State.  So that is a bit on the Agreement9

State resources.10

And that site-specific waste acceptance11

criteria could lead to uncertainty at waste12

generators.  Especially with the fact of, well this13

waste is acceptable at, EnergySolutions but it may not14

be, you know, depending on the waste acceptance15

criteria difference is they could, well I thought I16

was going to ship to them but actually it's better,17

you know, I can't ship to them for some reason.18

But that was one of the reasons why the19

tables were put in the rule in the first place was to20

be, to provide certainty to the generators to say,21

hey, if I have something that's Class A waste, if22

somebody says they take Class A waste I can generally23

ship to them.24

This one, a site-specific analysis would25
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require a little bit more work one on one between the1

generators and the disposal sites.  Not that they2

already do a lot, because if you hear like3

EnergySolutions says they have like quite a few staff4

that that's what they spend all their day is talking5

to generators about how exactly can they package6

something to ship it to them.7

But I went ahead and listed it as a con8

because it is one of those things that just with9

varying numbers it could lead to a little bit of10

uncertainty.11

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Chris, I just really want12

to understand that first bullet on the cons.  That13

each licensee, that means the four --14

MR. MCKENNEY:  The four sites.15

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- the four sites may need16

to revise and enhance their safety case declaration.17

Let's say I was the licensee for Barnwell18

and I said, I have no intention of burying or19

disposing of large quantities of depleted uranium in20

the tens of thousands of metric tons or whatever the21

number, would they have to, would the new rule require22

them to do anything?23

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well the --24

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Anything other then what25
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they have to do under the current rule?1

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, unless they ask for a2

exemption from their state government.  Their state3

regulator could provide them an exemption to say they4

don't have to do it.5

MEMBER ARMIJO:  They'd have to apply for6

an exemption?7

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, they would.8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Why couldn't you write the9

rules that they don't have to do anything, it's not10

applicable to them unless they take large quantities11

of DU?12

MR. CAMPER:  A Going forward position.13

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Going forward.  Just for14

people who don't want to get into that business.15

MEMBER RYAN:  Different states creates16

that rule so, and that would have to be promulgated by17

each state and, you know, they could have input at18

that step.19

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Well --20

MR. MCKENNEY:   I mean, because the states21

already have to implement these regulations themselves22

too into the regulations.23

MR. CAMPER:  I mean the simplest answer to24

that question is, because there is a fair amount of DU25
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in the ground at Barnwell already and it's part of the1

source-term.2

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes, and that's been3

disposed of safety in meeting the requirements of the4

regulations and it should be, unless there is a real5

safety hazard that hasn't been addressed, it should be6

left alone.  It's finished, it's done.7

MEMBER RYAN:  I think that's the status.8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Yes, but that, now the new9

rule would reopen that.  That's what I'm trying to get10

at that is, it doesn't really reopen the case for11

existing disposed, DU that's been disposed of12

needlessly.13

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well the current rule14

already requires you to redo an analysis anyways at15

the time of closure.  Which would re-look at all of16

your inventory even if it was disposed of according to17

the requirement at the time it was disposed.18

Because of course, especially with19

Barnwell and Hanford you have the, US Ecology of20

Richland, sorry, you have the case where they have21

also pre-'81 waste which has its own fun22

characteristics.  But we do have already a closure23

phase so they would actually have to do closure.24

They could, the state could say that25
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they've already done the closure for that 80 percent1

that they've already put the cover on.  And that this2

new rule doesn't apply to them.  That could be3

possible in their rulemaking.4

MR. CAMPER:  That's why I said in the last5

session that I thought that the actual increase in6

workload, say for example the State of South Carolina7

was not that profound.  Because of the closure8

analysis already in the regulations that they have to9

do.10

The state could do what Chris just said.11

They could look at this and say, this cell has been12

shut, it has been analyzed, the closure analysis has13

been complete, therefore nothing more needs to be14

done.  The state could do that.15

MEMBER RYAN:  And the local monitoring --16

(Crosstalk)17

MEMBER ARMIJO:  Why don't we make that18

part of the rule or the considerations that go into19

the rule or something?  Because there could be another20

state where you have somebody who was very much21

against the disposal of waste --22

MR. CAMPER:  We examined this question --23

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- and is going to24

manipulate that language to cause a re-analysis of the25
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whole site, remediation, you name it.1

MR. CAMPER:  Yes.  We examined that very2

question with the Office of General Counsel and the3

view was that there's no giving the State of South4

Carolina this example a bye.  The NRC should not give5

them a bye when they had the regulator authority to6

grant an exemption themself based upon their own7

review.8

MR. MCKENNEY:  Because we'd be effectively9

granting an exemption to one of their licensees10

without necessarily their agreement.  In this case it11

probably would be agreement but, you know, that's the12

predication is is that.13

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But you could, you define14

the applicability of the rule.  If you define the15

applicability for large quantities of depleted uranium16

and somebody doesn't have large quantities of depleted17

uranium and you picked the number, whatever that18

threshold is, then you're not regulating for the19

states you're just saying this is what's so, where20

this rule applies.21

Otherwise you're reopening all the low-22

level waste facilities doing more analysis, more23

evaluations.  And I --24

MR. MCKENNEY:  We're asking --25
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MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- I think potential legal1

problems.2

MR. MCKENNEY:  We're asking them to redo,3

enhance their analysis at the time of their next4

renewal.  Which they had to go through their entire5

safety case again anyways at that renewal stage.6

MR. CAMPER:  Well and I get --7

MR. MCKENNEY:  At their renewal they have8

to go through their entire safety case again.9

MR. CAMPER:  And I think it's important10

to, again, to step back and look.  I mean, what causes11

us to be having this discussion anyway?12

And that's because we now find, have13

found, waste steams, significant quantities of waste14

streams that were not analyzed at the time Part 61 was15

created.  Therefore such an analysis seems in order.16

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But --17

MR. CAMPER:  I mean blended waste wasn't18

analyzed --19

MEMBER ARMIJO:  But we've already talked20

about that.21

MR. CAMPER:  But I'm just saying.  The22

reason that we're doing this change really, to step23

back is, unanalyzed waste streams at the time Part 6124

was created, should they not be analyzed?25
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MEMBER ARMIJO:  But we've analyzed them1

with the existing rule, right?  We've treated, we've2

handled the mixed waste and blended and all of that.3

MR. MCKENNEY:  No.  The blended waste is4

a complete, is an issue that's really about, the5

reason why it was inserted into this rule was because6

since we were going to go with an intruder analysis,7

it's largely an intruder calculation because most of8

the blended waste again will decay and not get out of9

the insolation of the disposal cells.  But because of10

its high concentration, the concentrations are right11

at the class limit.12

It's not the way that the tables were13

created.  The tables were created assuming that there14

was a lot of low concentration stuff around every hot15

package.16

So even if you have Class A, a package of17

Class A waste, which isn't really hot, you had a one18

percent or a ten percent package next to it.  So right19

next to it, the average that a intruder would see20

would be down at 20 percent of the class limit or21

something not, they wouldn't ever see the class limit.22

So blending comes up the problem that you23

could have entire, depending on the operations without24

any regulatory structure built around it,25
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theoretically you could have a large section of the1

disposal cell that would be, the intruder could see2

all just at the class waste.3

And so that was why the Commission said,4

just do blended waste as part of this rule because the5

solution you want to put in, which is an intruder6

assessment based on the site, will cover those type of7

eventualities anyways so you don't need to do a8

separate action about blended waste if you're doing it9

as part of this rule.10

So because that, by having a site-specific11

form assessment and intruder assessment, that covers12

to make sure that the long term safety of the site13

meets the three main projected, performance14

objectives.  The stability, the protection of the15

environment, protection of the inadvertent intruder.16

Those three are protected by the two17

analysis, the performance assessment and the intruder18

assessment.  And that was the reason why we included19

blended wastes.20

But that also just means that's why we21

have generalized, is to make sure that any other waste22

stream people could bring up, like we talk23

reprocessing every once in a while.  That waste stream24

could theoretically show up at some point and a site25
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could analyze it and maybe able to take it and may1

not.2

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And by generalizing, if3

you just generalized to treat new waste streams,4

provide guidance and how to treat new waste streams,5

that be one thing.  But if you make it a requirement6

that opens up the previously disposed of stuff, that7

to me is fundamentally wrong unless you have8

discovered that you permitted the disposal of low-9

level waste in a way that it would be highly10

hazardous.11

MEMBER RYAN:  Are you monitoring --12

MEMBER ARMIJO:  And everything --13

(Crosstalk)14

MEMBER RYAN:  -- and whatever.15

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- else.  So it says we16

haven't disposed of this stuff safety to date and we17

have to reanalyze the whole thing.  That's what I18

worry, this thing could just get out of hand.  For not19

a great, for no --20

MR. MCKENNEY:  For no benefit.21

MEMBER ARMIJO:  -- benefit, safety22

benefit.  That's what I --23

MEMBER RYAN:  One thing --24

MEMBER ARMIJO:  What started out as a25
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depleted uranium problem has become a low-level waste1

problem that's gotten, that's broadened.2

MEMBER RYAN:  One thing that I think would3

help us get further along we had a lot of conversation4

on a lot of topics.  But I think it would be helpful5

if, and I don't know if you're planning to do this, do6

you have a plan or a schedule of what issues we're7

going to attack when and put on what order overtime8

and how that's going to happen?9

Because I'm just trying to figure out how10

we engage on some of these topics in a little bit more11

one at a time orderly way to offer whatever opinions12

that might be developed.13

MR. CAMPER:  Well the --14

MEMBER RYAN:  I don't need an answer15

today, I'm just throwing it out there to say, would it16

be helpful if we plan some appropriate followup on17

these major issues that we've talked about today to,18

you know, gain further insights into where you're19

taking the guidance.  Is that fair enough?20

MR. CAMPER:  Yes, sure.21

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay.22

MR. CAMPER:  Okay.  One more thought.23

Pretty much, you know, this is a limited rulemaking as24

we said.  Even going back to Dr. Ryan's point about25
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might change this thing overall, even though it's been1

modified along the way, it still remains a limited2

rulemaking thing.3

Chris did a good job I thought of trying4

to explain how we integrated with the existing5

situation in Part 61.  Again, as I said, we think this6

is risk informed performance based consistent with7

Commission direction and other ways it can be8

addressed.  We're done.9

  Well almost.  Harold asked a question10

before and you probably answered it but it somehow11

couldn't figure into my head.  You had talked about12

how the tables were set up to account for the13

intruder, but then, with that even so, now you need to14

do an intruder analysis, not just for you but for15

anything.16

And I didn't understand why if it was17

already there why now you have to do it --18

MR. MCKENNEY:  Well because of the way19

they disposed of it, commingled.  It's just, the20

analysis aren't very difficult at that point to do a21

thing.22

And pretty much with the engineering and23

everything else that these sites do in the deeper24

disposal, it's likely that these analyses are going to25
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show much lower then 500 in the first place.  We've1

seen that when the State of Washington did that for2

that disposal.3

So they don't even use, they still don't4

use concrete for everything.  They use some concrete5

for their Class C canisters and stuff.6

But, you know, those for that site,7

including even the pre Part 61 was stuff was 1408

millirem at a 100 years and it dropped below a 100 by9

150 years.  So we think that the conformance --10

essentially, that data analysis will show that they'll11

be able to show that even if they had DU mixed with12

something else or because of --13

(Simultaneous speaking.)14

MR. BLEY: -- but the tables didn't include15

that kind of consideration.16

MR. MCKENNEY:  Right, right, exactly.  And17

yes.  And then that also allows them to back it out18

the other way.19

Hey look, I can take a lot more of this or20

that then the tables would normally allow because of21

my design which is what the waste acceptance criteria22

is all about.  I can take these specialized things or23

I can take these type of new waste streams, whatever24

they are.25
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So that's why it's done globally.  Because1

we don't want to, again, predicate that you must2

dispose of depleted uranium in a separate cell than3

all the rest of your waste.4

And so you couldn't really do an analysis5

and say, just do it for DU and ignore everything else6

that's disposed of around it.  If you're doing an7

intruder assessment or a --8

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Is there a guidance9

for doing an intruder analysis?10

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes there is.  We have a11

whole chapter in guidance, in our guidance document12

will be coming out with the Rule and we provided the13

draft of it, the guidance to the subcommittee last --14

A long time ago.15

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- April or June.  Yes.  So16

--17

MR. CAMPER:  Well maybe, going back to Dr.18

Ryan's point, that some of that guidance, as we19

continue to finalize it, might be right for further20

dialogue.21

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes.22

MR. CAMPER:  Pardon my cough, I'm fighting23

a head cold so bear with me.24

MR. MCKENNEY:  And as the timeframe, the25
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one final statement is that, you know, the commission1

is still deciding on its final SRM on the rule that we2

provided to them in July.  And after that, based on3

their direction, we'll have to revise both the4

guidance and the rule and then come out with a5

proposed rule which will then have a extensive comment6

period time which will obviously be another time that7

would be right for a subcommittee meeting.8

MR. CAMPER:  Yes.  And to avoid commenting9

on the contents of the SRM, given where we are, it is10

fair to say that there are certain instructions that11

are highly likely to be in that SRM where the staff is12

asked to go explore certain issues.  And it maybe that13

those issues is another area where we can interface14

with the committee --15

MEMBER RYAN:  Yes.16

MR. CAMPER:  -- for some additional --17

MEMBER RYAN:  Probably a good idea, Larry.18

Let's hold that as a thought, yes.19

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Chris, we talked about a20

lot of things today and in previous meetings as well.21

You're conclusion slide, the first bullet, is a22

limited rulemaking for a future DU disposal.23

MR. MCKENNEY:  That is what we what24

started with, yes.  And that's what the central of25
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this whole thing was.1

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Was.  So how --2

MR. MCKENNEY:  And it's still pretty much3

--4

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  -- did it deviate?5

MR. MCKENNEY:  Still pretty much is.  I6

mean if you establish, with a performance objective7

change, that says now the time of compliance is or8

this performance objective is X, whatever that year9

is, that's a change in the performance objective which10

the whole site always has to meet regardless of what11

waste is going to that site.  Unless we were to create12

a sub-chapter in the rule that said --13

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  I don't --14

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- you have separate15

performance objective --16

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  I understand you can make17

that --18

MR. MCKENNEY:  -- for just this waste.19

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  I understand you can make20

that happen, but the first bullet says, a limited21

rulemaking for future DU disposal.  And yet we've been22

talking about expanding that, I think greatly, to23

identify considerations and constraints and24

evaluations and analyses associated with things that25
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are currently in the disposal sites.1

MR. MCKENNEY:  Yes, but they're going to2

commingled.3

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  And on and on and on.4

MR. MCKENNEY:  They're going to be5

commingled, so how are you going to separate them?6

You going to have an certain analysis or --7

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Well I think I could tell8

that that needs to be separated.  I think I could come9

up with a way to do that.10

MEMBER RYAN:  Well sure, it's real simple.11

If you put it in a cell by itself it's easy.  If you12

mix it in with this other stuff it's not.  Okay, by13

itself sounds real good.14

MR. MCKENNEY:  But I didn't approach it15

that way.16

MEMBER RYAN:  This is not -- huh?17

MR. MCKENNEY:  Do you want us to be,18

starting to be prescriptive and start defining19

everything that, how operation should happen in a20

facility?21

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Well if we focused on22

Bullet 1 then you could answer some pretty interesting23

questions specifically for DU disposal that I don't24

think have been addressed.25
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VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Again, are you talking1

about large quantities and not just --2

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  Yes, very large3

quantities.4

VICE CHAIRMAN RAY:  Okay.  Contamination5

by DU, you're not talking about that?6

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  I said large quantities7

and what consideration should we have for --8

MEMBER ARMIJO:  The other thing I just9

want to point, it seems to me that the vast majority10

of the DU that's going to be disposed is going to be11

disposed by the Department of Energy.  Meeting the DOE12

rules, compliant with the DOE rules whether it's13

disposed of in federal facilities or in Texas at this14

new facility, whether it comes from government15

programs or whether it comes from commercial16

enrichment facilities.17

They're the guys that are going to do it.18

So we're, it seems to me that we should look to see if19

their experienced, what they're actually doing and not20

trying to write a rule that's for the whole, for the21

minor players to, you know, the major player is the22

DOE.23

MR. MCKENNEY:  No, the DOE's the owner of24

the waste.  They have largely went to commercial25
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disposal for a lot of reasons.1

MEMBER RYAN:  I hate to interrupt but2

we're kind of circling the same place here and, you3

know, we've gone way overtime.  I don't want to4

belabor the stuff that's already been covered.  We've5

got lots to think about.  And I don't mean to6

interrupt you, Steve but --7

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  No, no.8

MEMBER RYAN:  -- because I agree.9

MEMBER SCHULTZ:  I appreciate the10

clarification.11

MEMBER RYAN:  I think the uranium12

questions are the important ones.  So unless there are13

any other very pressing comments we'll open it for any14

comments from the audience, or members of the public15

that might be on the bridge line.  Is the bridge line16

open?17

MR. WIDMAYER:  Not open, there's somebody18

there.19

MEMBER RYAN:  Okay, should we open the20

bridge line and see if there are any comments please?21

Could we open the bridge line?  Check on that.22

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Okay.23

MR. WIDMAYER:  Yes.  Okay.24

MEMBER RYAN:  Is there anybody on the25
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bridge line that would like to make a comment?  No1

response from the bridge line?  Last call.2

With that we'll close the bridge line at3

this point then, we have no commenters who wish to4

speak so we'll close that.  And, Mr. Chairman, I'll5

turn it back to you.6

CHAIRMAN STETKAR:  Mike, thanks a lot.7

Larry in absentia and Chris, thanks very much for yet8

another really informative conversation.  And also9

thanks for accommodating our scheduling today, so I10

appreciate that.11

I think what we'll do is we'll take a12

short break and we're going to reconvene and talk13

about our research program.  So we are recessed, ah,14

2:35.15

(Whereupon, the meeting in the above-16

entitled matter was concluded at 2:21 p.m.)17
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Purpose of Rulemaking 

• Depleted Uranium is the issue. 

• Is it suitable for near-surface disposal? 

• If yes, under what conditions? 

• What regulatory requirements are 

necessary to ensure safety? 

3 



Why is DU an Issue? 

• No specific limit in Part 61 

• Very long lived and numerous progeny 

• National Policy:  depleted uranium goes 

from resource to waste 

• More use of commercial disposal by DOE 

• Large amounts of depleted uranium 

4 



Near-Surface, Appropriate? 

DOE Record of Decision 

• DOE/EIS-0269 

Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Alternative 

Strategies for the Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted 

Uranium Hexafluoride (April 1999) 

– Evaluated various uses including disposal of four types of DU 

– Evaluated “wet” and “dry” sites 

• Record of Decision for Long-term Management and Use of Depleted 

Uranium Hexafluoride (August 1999)  

     

‘In a “dry” environment typical of the Western United States, the 

analysis indicated that disposal would not exceed regulatory limits for 

over 1,000 years in the future even if the facility leaked.’ 
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Near-Surface, Appropriate? 

LES Proceedings 
 

• Adjudicatory proceeding for Louisiana Enrichment Services license 

application (CLI-05-05), Commission determined that depleted 

uranium is classified as Class A waste, per § 61.55(a)(6), but 

acknowledged that the regulatory basis for the current 10 CFR Part 

61 did not explicitly analyze large quantities of depleted uranium.    

 

• The Commission directed staff, “outside of the LES adjudication, to 

consider whether the quantities of depleted uranium (DU) at issue in 

the waste stream from uranium enrichment facilities warrant 

amending section 61.55(a)(6) or the section 61.55(a) waste 

classification tables.” (CLI-05-20). 
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Near-Surface, Appropriate? 

SECY-08-0147 

• generic calculations of arid and humid site 

conditions 

• “…near-surface disposal of large quantities of 

DU may be appropriate, but not under all site 

conditions. Shallow disposal of large quantities 

of DU or disposal at humid sites with a potable 

groundwater pathway would likely result in the 

performance objectives not being met.” 
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Near-Surface, Appropriate? 

Results of NRC Analysis 

• Near-surface disposal of large quantities of DU may be 

appropriate under certain conditions. 

• Unfavorable conditions include shallow disposal at arid 

or unstable sites, and disposal at humid sites with 

potable groundwater. 

• Very shallow disposal (< 3 m depth) not appropriate 

regardless of conditions, except limited quantities. 

• Because of in-growth of progeny, analysis time periods 

of 1000  yrs or less result in significant truncation of 

estimated risk 
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Near-Surface, Appropriate? 

SECY-08-0147  

• Option 1 – Generic Communication to Clarify Need to Demonstrate 

Compliance with Performance Objectives 

 

• Option 2 – Rulemaking to specify requirement for site-specific 

analysis in § 61.55(a)(6) 

 

• Option 3 – Determine classification for DU within existing 

classification framework 

 

• Option 4 – Re-examine the existing waste classification framework 

9 



Commission Direction 

SRM-SECY-08-0147 

 

 
 

– Two tasks: 

 

• Specify a requirement for a site-specific analysis, technical 

parameters (i.e., new definitions and performance period) to 

support such analysis, and develop a guidance document. 

 

• “… in a future budget request, the staff should propose the 

necessary resources for a comprehensive revision to risk-

inform the Part 61 waste classification framework, with 

conforming changes to the regulations as needed, using 

updated assumptions and referencing the latest ICRP 

methodology …” “… This effort should explicitly address    

the waste classification of depleted uranium …” 
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Commission Direction  

 

 
 

• SRM-COMWDM-11-0002/COMGEA-11-0002 
 

– Flexibility to use current International Commission on Radiological 

Protection (ICRP) dose methodologies 

 

– Two-tiered period of performance: 

• Tier 1: Compliance period covering reasonably foreseeable future 

• Tier 2: Longer period based on site characteristics and peak dose to 

a designated receptor, that is not a priori 

 

– Flexibility to establish site-specific waste acceptance criteria based on 

the results of the site’s performance assessment and intruder 

assessment 

 

– Balance Federal-State alignment and  

 flexibility 
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Problem Definition  

DU Characteristics 

• 750,000 + MT concentrated Depleted 

Uranium 

• Chemical toxicity hazard at present  in-

growth of progeny  increased 

radiological hazard 

• Activity profile quite different from conv. 

LLW or mill tailings 

12 



Problem Definition 

DU vs LLW activity over time  
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Problem Definition 

Arrival Times 
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Problem Definition  

Previous Part 61 Analyses 

• DEIS (1981): 17 Ci U-238 & 3 Ci U-235 

per million m3 (~200 MT conc DU) 

• Combination of site conditions and 

disposal operations determine site 

suitability/inventory allowances 

• 200 tons   ??  750,000+ MT 
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Existing Considerations  

Licensed Sites 

• Current licensed sites 

– In Agreement States 

– Different environmental conditions 

– Different operational characteristics 

– Currently disposed uranium 

16 



Existing Considerations 

Previously Disposed U 

• Richland, WA 

 4,400 MT U/ ~0.4 million m3 waste 

• Barnwell, SC  

 14,000 MT U/ ~2.4 million m3 waste 

• Clive, UT 

 52,000 MT U/ ~5 million m3 waste 

17 



Existing Considerations 

Part 61 

• Part 61 Structure / Limited Rulemaking 

• Performance Objectives supported by 

prescriptive and defense-in-depth 

requirements 
• Siting Criteria (Partially Prescriptive/DID) 

• Waste Characteristics (Partially Prescriptive) 

• State or Federal long-term ownership (DID) 

• Long-term funding mechanism (DID) 

• 5 meter/Engineered barrier for Class C 

   (DID) 
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Existing Conditions 

Part 61 cont’d 

• Performance-based portions of Part 61 

– Waste form (other than stabilizing B&C) 

– Engineering features 

– Operational considerations 

– Depth / stacking or “areal activity” 
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Risk Management  

Considerations 

• Risk-Informed/Performance-Based 
AND/OR 

• Prescriptive requirements 

--------------------- 

• Agreement States implementation 

20 



Rulemaking Framework 

Basic Structure 

• Enhanced site-specific analyses 

– Provide additional support to overall safety 

case 

• Use a 2 tier analysis system 

• Specify time of compliance 

• Specify intruder assessment & dose limit 

• Allow site-specific waste acceptance 

   criteria 
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Rulemaking Framework 

Benefits of Approach 

• Pros: 

– Inventory limitations based on safety case 

– Rule becomes accommodating for new waste 

streams (e.g., blending, reprocessing, etc.) 

– Allows innovation in addressing potential 

issues 

22 



Rulemaking Framework 

Potential Issues/Burden 

• Cons: 

– Each licensee may need to revise and 

enhance safety case declaration 

– Approval required at each Agreement State 

– Site-specific waste acceptance criteria could 

lead to uncertainty at waste generators 
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Conclusion 

• A limited rulemaking for future DU disposal 

• Considered existing rule and situation 

• Risk-informed/Performance-based 

approach 

• Addresses other potential LLW 

innovations  (e.g., blending, reprocessing, 

enhanced engineering, etc.)  

24 



Backup Slides 
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NIRS/PC Contention 

The DEIS states that depleted uranium may be disposed of as Class A 

low-level waste.  (DEIS at 2-27, 2-3 1). This is erroneous, because the 

Commission has not ruled that depleted uranium constitutes low-level 

waste. It is also erroneous, because the Commission's adoption of 10 

CFR Part 61 included no analysis of the environmental impact of 

disposal of depleted uranium as low-level waste, and the Commission 

could not lawfully decide that such disposal is permissible without 

undertaking a full environmental impact analysis. Further, NIRS/PC 

have previously explained, in support of contention NIRS/PC EC-3/TC-

1, that depleted uranium should be managed and disposed of in 

accordance with rules applicable to Greater than Class C waste, not 

low-level waste. 

Nuclear Information and Resource Service 

  and Public Citizen, October, 2004 
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2009-2013: Outreach 

• Two public meetings in late 2009 

• Draft proposed rule text for comment, 2011 

• Three meetings with ACRS in 2011 

• Three public meetings in 2012 

• Draft proposed rule text for comment, 2012 

• Three meetings with ACRS in 2013 
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~1.4 million MT DU vs  

~1.6 million MT mill tailings 
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Progeny In-growth for 

Depleted Uranium 
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DOE, Office of Environmental Management 
Speaker: Christine Gelles,  

Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management  

Integrated Systems approach – defense-in-depth  

Performance Assessment just one input into decision-making 

25 years of implementation 

TOC = 1000 years, transition to risk-informed considering peak dose 

Federal ownership of site in perpetuity  
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DOE, Office of Environmental Management 
Speaker: Roger Seitz, Senior Advisory Scientist 

Savannah River National Laboratory 

Performance Assessments just one contributor to decision 

Built in conservative bias 

Intruder consideration only for design optimization -  allows for limits and conditions  

Time of Compliance: 

1000 years; longer than this – decreasing relevance and usefulness with  

                                                 increasing speculation and uncertainty 

                                                 Conforms with recommendations from ICRP and IAEA 

Different time frames for near-surface disposal than for geologic disposal  

Example of TOC in International Community: The United Kingdom LLWR, located near Drigg 

 

Conservative Bias Built Into Calculations: 

Dose constraint is 25% of 100 mrem standard 

Assume Institutional control is all lost at 100 years;  

Maximally exposed individual; Dose at 100 m, not at DOE site border 

Limited or No credit for some barriers and processes 

Resultant WAC is conservative 
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DOE, Office of Health, Safety, and Security 
Speaker: Andrew Wallo III, Deputy Director 

Office of Environmental Protection,  

 

DOE Order  5820;  revised to 5820.2A,; revised to 435.1 

Order 582,2A started PAs for LLW disposal – 1988 

435.1 combines technical requirements with administrative to ensure decision-making is effective – 

LFRG, Disposal  Authorizations, Composite Analysis 

435.1 Performance Objectives: All Pathways, Air Pathway,  and Radon  -  Undisturbed  

Intruder analysis used only for design optimization and WAC  

DOE will control site in perpetuity – 100 year institutional control is only assumption for  analysis  

Time of Compliance  

1000 years;  Maintain internal consistency ; consistent with NAS1 studies; NAPA2 Study. 

“Few Hundred Years”  =  1000 for Order of Magnitude 

It is an administrative issue selected to support good decisions 

Dose limit is likely to have a different meaning at times we are examining 

No long-term care fund – annual budget decision on how much to continue spending  

1 National Academy of Science    2 National Academy of Public Administration 
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DOE, Office of Environmental Management 
Speaker: Roger Seitz, Senior Advisory Scientist 

Savannah River National Laboratory 

Intruder Analysis – Not a Performance Objective 

Limited to one person or small group; Very stylized scenarios to reduce probability it occurs and 

consequences if it does occur  

Used internationally as optimization tool, not a dose ccnstraint  

DOE uses to establish WAC  
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DOE, Nevada Field Office  
Speaker: Robert Boehlecke  

 

DOE O 435.1 Implementation at the Nevada National Security Site 

Disposing of LLW since 1961.  PA evaluates post-1988 LLW.  PA assumes 2028 Closure 

Currently on Revision 10 of the WAC 

Conditions at NNSS:  700 feet to ground water; 5 inches of rainfall/year; High Evapotranspiration 

Large buffer zone; No attractive resources 

PA conservatisms include: 100 m exposure point; no credit for transport to that location, no credit for 

container (assume it is all gone)   

Intruder scenarios used to establish WAC; basement construction and “acute” drilling with exposure 

to drilled materials  

Waste certification program includes waste generator “Assessments” similar to audits 

PA Maintenance includes monitoring data, results of research on plant roots and cap performance; 

and annual waste receipts  
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DOE, Savannah River Field Office  
Speaker: Sherri Ross 

 

DOE O 435.1 Implementation at the Savannah River Site 

 

Different than NNSS – Humid Site, 49 inches of rainfall/year; 16 inches of infiltration 

Ground water predominant pathway  

Includes Tank Closures as well as LLW Disposal  

Tank closures also permitted by South Carolina 

 

PA conservatisms include: 100 m exposure point; peak concentrations in shallowest aquifer  

WAC established for LLW disposal, Not for tank closures 

Dose “spikes” from “transfer pipelines” seen in results 

PA Maintenance includes results of research on Tc-99 and temperature/humidity studies in addition 

to annual waste receipts  

Emphasis on concern of Citizens Advisory Board on “short-term” risk  
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SC Department of Health and Environmental Control 
Speaker: Susan Jenkins, Manager 

Infectious and Radioactive Waste Management Section 

July 1, 2008 - Atlantic Compact disposal begins – no DU waste 

                    - Phase I Closure began 

42 yrs operating / 26 more years – only 1 M ft3 more waste expected, 3% additional 

97% of expected total waste already disposed 

120 acres (86%) capped with “enhanced” cap  

§61.13 does not allow for site-specific flexibility 

Support ACRS Statement on grandfathering in July 2013 Letter Report: 

• 97% of waste in “Closed” facility 

• Source term difficult to estimate 

• Should not use “care fund” for digging up waste 

Part 61 revisions seem “foreward” directed (new waste streams), so evaluating past disposals 

seems inconsistent 

TOC; 1000 years “more reasonable” 
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Discussions 

1000 – 10,000 years perhaps reasonable to predict natural processes, but not human activities 

Flexibility for implementation is good, so rule language should be generic, however, if it becomes 

ambiguous, that is not good 

“Case-by-case” implementation is problematic – what metric should be used to decide whether to 

remediate or not  
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UT Department of Environmental Quality 
Speaker: Rusty Lundberg, Director 

Division of Radiation Control  

Dealing with DU at EnergySolutions, Clive facility right now  

Utah Radiation Control Board doing  §61.13 “case-by-case” implementation of current Part 61 now 

in a progressive fashion 

Utah DU rules similar to NRC proposed revisions: 

TOC = 10,000 yrs, further qualitative analysis which leans toward conservatism  

Cannot accept LLW above Class A, but proposed revisions calls for intruder assessment for all LLW 

Waste Acceptance Criteria adds responsibility to the Agreement State Program which is not fully in 

place now, but this is not necessarily a negative 
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Discussions 

U Mill Tailings is a different problem 

No specific technical requirements in the Utah DU regulation because the site characteristics are 

considered favorable 

Compatibility “C” would allow Utah to keep 10,000 years in the DU regulation, but Compatibility “B” 

would make them change it.  Support TOC of 10,000 years for DU 
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TX Commission on Environmental Quality 
Speaker: Brad Broussard, Technical Specialist/Health Physicist 

Office of Waste  

Texas rules similar to proposed revisions – two-tiered time  

TOC = 1000 yrs OR when peak occurs 

Actual PA  being evaluated truncates analysis at 50,000 years based on modeling results 

Supports 500 mrem/yr Performance Objective for intruder assessment  

Supports WAC approach, but acceptance of waste should not be based solely on performance 

assessment results, and Part 61 classification Tables should be retained 

No comments on Compability because the existing TX rule covers any TOC proposed by NRC 
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Discussions 

No legal challenge to 50,000 year results because the truncation is not in the regulation 

The 50,000 year truncation was based on results of the limited inventory submitted in original WCS 

license application  

WCS submittal has more sophisticated modeling to account for larger inventory of DU 
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WA Department of Health 
Speaker: Earl Fordham, Deputy Director 

Office of Radiation Protection   

Hanford facility is exclusive disposal facility for the Northwest Compact  

Similar to Barnwell for waste receipts – only 20,000 ft3 per year presently 

The DOE ERDF is on land originally leased from DOE, but given back.  Hanford LLW disposal 

facility land will also be given back to DOE.  Maybe makes more sense to have exactly the same 

methodology for evaluating both of these facilities due to proximity and DOE ownership 

Supports two-tiered approach, 10,000 years consistent with landscape of WA  

Second tier – no dose limit to measure compliance  

25 mrem/yr is appropriate in public dose Performance Objective 

500 mrem/yr is appropriate in intruder dose Performance Objective  
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Discussions 

Long-term analysis should be qualitative versus quantitative 

Cautioned that some “values” will change and some will not – used example of the Columbia River 

as something that will retain its historical and present value into the future 

Under questioning, TOC preferred at 1,000 yrs over 10,000 yrs for first tier.   
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Waste Control Specialists, Andrews TX Facility 
Speaker: James Scott Kirk, Vice President  

 Licensing and Corporate Compliance 

 

Only newly licensed LLW disposal facility (Located in Andrews, TX)  in the US for receipt of all 

Classes of LLW - First LLW received in 2011  

Separate Compact and DOE disposal facilities 

Texas takes Title to commercial waste at receipt – Compact facility will go under State care at 

closure 

DOE facility will go under DOE care at closure 

Supports TOC = 10,000 years 

Multiple Layer design for intruder barriers mandated by Texas legislature 

Intruder scenario modeled – drilling for oil at 500 – 600 years after closure 

 

Amendment submitted for disposal of 400,000 m3 DU submitted in August 2013 

With updated PA  -  Doses calculated to 100,000 and 1,000,000 years 
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Discussions 

Deterministic analyses – Not probabilistic  

Long-term analysis did not make WCS change any design features 

Gaining insights from evaluation as opposed to “compliance”  

 

Rule would help WCS because rule that adds site-specific analysis would be supportive of the 

approach used already in licensing the site 
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EnergySolutions – Clive UT Facility 
Speaker: Dan Shrum, Senior Vice President  

Regulatory Affairs 

 

“Reasonably foreseeable” is closure to 1000 years 

1000 years does not capture DU, but neither does 10,000 or 20,000 years 

Performance Period should look at “catastrophic” events, and metric should be in the 1 – 10 rem 

range 

Also, take credit for natural processes (suitability of the site prevails) 

Intruder scenarios being looked at are “questionable” as far as “reasonably foreseeable”   

Site-specific WAC is good approach – consistent with DOE 

Need the Part 61 revisions to be finished – currently regulatory uncertainty 
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Discussions 

Archeology provides examples of metals lasting for periods of 1000 years and greater  

Maybe rebar in concrete would be a different story 

Need to align inventory (of radionuclides that will be left) with how long materials need to last 

Separate rule for DU, or separate requirements for DU in one rule for all LLW 
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EnergySolutions – Barnwell SC Facility 
Speaker: Michael Benjamin,  General Manager 

Disposal Operations 

 

Expect to receive 7000 – 11,000 ft3 per year from now on  

With added space used at the end for decommissionied reactor components 

Agree with ACRS July 2013 Letter Report 

Added imposed requirements by revisions may impact continued operations 

No technical justification for TOC = 10,000 years 

Extended care fund = $144 M.   Using $2.2 M per year 
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Discussions 

Would be very “non-ALARA” to exhume previously disposed waste 

Unclear whether a “new” analysis would show site is OK or not OK (there is 10 years or so of 

disposed waste pre-Part 61)  At a minimum, this analysis would be very “speculative,” hard to 

understand what results really “mean”  

Can a simple model be used first to show “compliance”   

Extended care fund is still being added to through waste receipts 
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Energy Power Research Institute (EPRI)  
Speaker: Lisa Edwards,  Senior Program Manager 

Nuclear Chemistry, Radiation Management & Low Level Waste Group 

 

EPRI LLW focus 1) minimization, 2) safe storage, 3) disposal flexibility 

TOC for LLW should be less than for geologic disposal 

Public understanding of uncertainty is low 

More uncertainty with time, but this is balanced with designing a more robust facility 

Principles from NAPA Study for DOE – acknowledges that NRC staff may have reached different 

conclusions than EPRI 

CEQ1 cumulative effects approach from oil and gas industry 

Graphs presented with NPP waste only – shows diminishing “risk” with time.   

4 years of shipment records used.   

DU not included.  Also Tc-99 and I-129 not included.   

1 Council on Environmental Quality  
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Discussions 

Uncertainty easier to understand in qualitative terms 

Conundrum with assumptions chosen as “conservative” versus “realistic,” and difficulty in explaining 

and defending them with the public 

 

New materials and operating practices not likely to introduce added important radionuclides 

Behavior and characteristics of DU are atypical of LLW and should not drive the analysis to long 

times  
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Department of Energy   
Speakers: Christine Gelles, DOE  

                   Roger Seitz, Savannah River National Laboratory  

 

Pictures and data indicating magnitude of UF6 cylinder storage situation.  Storage at Portsmouth and 

Paducah facilities 

Also will receive newly-generated UF6 from de-conversion facilities and any new enrichment facility 

De-conversion facilities both transitioning from hot startup to full operation in 2014 

Summary of 2000 ORNL Report, “Assessment of Preferred DU Disposal Forms” 

Summary of NRC Letters documenting preference for U3O8 

Not finalizing Site-Specific EIS supplements addressing disposal until Part 61 revisions are 

completed 

DOE supports near-surface disposal of DU 

   -  NNSA has disposed of DU 

   -  WCS and EnergySolutions at Clive performing studies 
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Other Stakeholders   
Speakers: John Greeves, Talisman 

                   John Tauxe, Mercury and Company 

                   Arjun Makhajani, IEER 

 

Greeves: 

Performance Objectives are Primary 

Staff has identified gaps in Part 61 – DU and blended LLW 

Two Tier System should be used 

    1st Tier -  TOC = 1000 years  

    2nd Tier -  Must be included and must have a metric  

 

Tauxe: 

Results show risk continues to rise in PAs, not necessarily for an intruder, but for the public due to 

long-lived waste 

 

Makhajani: 

Deep geologic disposal is appropriate for DU 

Should consider only 100 to 500 years for shallow disposal, then consider geologic disposal 
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BACKUP SLIDES 
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Talisman, LLC   
Speaker: John Greeves 

Standards: 1) Adequate Protection, 2) Simple, 3) Clear, 4) Implementable 

Part 61 is a Gold Standard for LLW disposal 

Performance Objectives are Primary 

Staff has identified gaps in Part 61 – DU and blended LLW 

All waste streams should be evaluated 

Two Tier System should be used 

    1st Tier -  TOC = 1000 years  

    2nd Tier -  Must be included and must have a metric  

Sees problems in legal structure with revised 61.13 pointing to the 61.41 and 61.42 Performance 

Objectives 

Much of the specificity in revision language should be in guidance instead 

Must have grandfathering for current/older sites 
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Discussions 

“Mimimizing releases” is not implementable.  Long-term analysis must have metric 
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Neptune and Company   
Speaker: John Tauxe 

Start with Features, Events, and Processes,  Add Exposure Scenarios (FEPEs) 

Separate intruder assessment not needed, incorporate all scenarios for exposure into one analysis 

Definition of inadvertent intruder needs to be strengthened and clear that it is site-specific 

DOE and NRC methodologies should be the same 

Results show risk continues to rise in PAs, not necessarily for an intruder, but for the public due to 

long-lived waste 

Risk “discounting” occurs with PAs performed for long times 
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Discussions 

“Fine line” between regulatory certainty by putting clearer requirements in rule versus flexibility by 

putting implementation “guidelines” in guidance instead` 
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Institute for Energy and Environmental Research   
Speaker: Arjun Makhajani 

IEER brought DU issues into LES licensing 

If long time frames for compliance makes us uncomfortable, should consider a different way of 

managing the waste 

Discounting risks should not be done.  Future generations should be protected as well as current 

generations 

Proposes that 40 CFR 191 should be used to incorporate DU.  Characteristics of DU waste similar to 

TRU.  It has been said many times – the waste stream is GTCC under Part 61 

Deep geologic disposal is appropriate for DU 

Should consider only 100 to 500 years for shallow disposal, then consider geologic disposal 

U Mill tailings are not the same problem – nCi/gm ; DU is hundreds of nCi/gm.  Analysis conducted 

for LES proceeding results in 179 to 795 rem/yr 

Modeling erosion at WCS independently results in tens or rem/yr 

Copy the French who have “intermediate” waste – managed differently  

Long-lived waste definition should be tied to institutional control period 
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Public Comments 
Speakers: Bill Dornsife, WCS,  Tom Magette, PWC, Rich Janati, PA, Gary Robertson 

PA is only a tool, not the ultimate measure of compliance – many different analyses provided to TX 

for decision-making 

Gases over short term, Long-lived mobile radionuclides in GW or SW, control doses for LLW 

disposal 

DU is different physically and toxically from LLW disposed, do a separate rulemaking 

Could implement “revisions” through procedure changes and guidance, similar to ROP.   

Include an exemption to revisions for sites that will not accept DU 

1000 year TOC will undermine confidence in TX and UT 

DU can be addressed in Part 61 revisions and also be finished now, 1000-year TOC plus 

implementing new WAC system, allows for inclusion of DU 

TOC for DU should be tied to U Mill Tailings standard  
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